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Merlyna Lim1

Abstract
This monograph is an interdisciplinary analysis of the complexity of communications
and media as they are embedded in the making and development of contemporary
social movements, in three parts. The first part, Roots, provides a broad context
for analyzing communications and media of contemporary social movements by
tracing varied and multifaceted roots of the wave of global protests since 2010. The
second part, Routes, maps out the routes that social movements take, trace how
communications and media are entangled in these routes, and identify various key
mechanisms occurring at various junctures of movements’ life cycles. The last part,
Routers, explores roles of human and nonhuman, fixed and mobile, traditional and
contemporary, digital and analog, permanent and temporal routers in the making
and development of social movements. These analyses of roots, routes, and routers
are mutually intertwined in broadening and deepening our understanding of the
complexity of communications and media in contemporary social movements.
Keywords
digital media, social media, social movements, communication, networks

On February 17, 2017, Facebook co-founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg posted online
a 5,734-word mission statement that mapped out the platform’s agenda for social
change (Zuckerberg, 2017). According to this statement, Facebook’s purpose is bigger
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than simply “connecting friends and families” and now includes developing “the
‘social infrastructure’ to give people the power to build a global community that works
for all of us” (Zuckerberg, 2017). Zuckerberg’s statement also asserted that Facebook
can help communities become supportive, safe, informed, civically engaged, and
inclusive. Zuckerberg is not alone in this conviction. Many technological determinists
see technology as an active agent that determines human actions, causes as well as
solves societal problems, and even drives changes in society. The belief that technical
means, technological developments, or technology in general, are the prime cause of
changes in society (Chandler, 2000) is now a highly common myth about technology.
As a result of such technological deterministic thinking, Facebook has been accused
of single-handedly facilitating the proliferation of fake news and pushing society to
the post-truth era but is also believed to be able to fix the consequences associated with
that social media platform (Bershidsky, 2017).
Six years earlier, Western news media credited social media, especially Facebook, as
the primary force behind the popular uprisings against authoritarian regimes in the
Middle East-North Africa (MENA) region (Huang, 2011; Vargas, 2012; Webster, 2011).
The New York Times even anointed Mark Zuckerberg as the faraway leader of the Arab
revolution (Cohen, 2011). Expectedly, scholarly assessments of the events were more
cautious and their analyses were more nuanced than those of journalists. Some scholars
recognized social media as neutral tools assisting activists or accelerating movements
(Aouragh & Alexander, 2011; Eltantawy & Wiest, 2011; Howard & Hussain, 2011).
Others have identified both the capacities as well as the limitations of social media
(Golkar, 2011; Howard & Hussain, 2011; Solow-Niederman, 2010; Tufekci & Wilson,
2012). Some, having explored the complexities of the uprisings beyond the role of
technology, proposed that communication phenomena are tightly woven with historical, political, and cultural processes (Gerbaudo, 2012; Lim, 2012, 2013; Moussa, 2013).
Nevertheless, a very large volume of work implied that mass mobilization for social
changes can occur principally through social media activism (see Bhuiyan, 2011; Harb,
2011; Khamis & Vaughn, 2011; Mansour, 2012). In a systematic analysis of 79 journal
articles on the MENA uprisings published between 2009, when the Iranian movement
transpired, and the end of 2014, Alrasheed (2017) observed that the majority of these
pieces tend to reproduce techno-utopian discourse. In this discourse,
the progressive notion of the revolution . . . , in conjunction with the belief that technology
as part of progress, has energized the notion that new communication technologies can
revolutionize, make, enhance, or replace the path to democracy in the region of MENA.
(Alrasheed, 2017, p. 223)

Beyond the Arab uprisings, media commentaries and scholarly work on many popular movements that emerged from 2010 to 2016 continue to be predisposed, subtly or
explicitly, to technological determinism, casting social media as the catalyst—the
machine or the main instrument behind either progressive or regressive activism
(Cohen, 2017; Friedman, 2016). The 2014 Occupy Central Hong Kong protests, for
example, were largely covered and discussed from social media lenses, with
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over-attention to the role of Instagram. When the protests, often called the Umbrella
Movement, began in business districts of Hong Kong in September 2014, participants’
main demand was full democracy, namely, the right to nominate and directly elect the
Chief Executive, the head of the Hong Kong government.1 Yet, the struggle, which
involved more than 100,000 people of Hong Kong, is framed as a “digitized fight”
(Sile, 2015) with social media as “an insurgent public sphere” (Lee, So, & Leung,
2015). Similarly, scholarly work on the Bersih movement in Malaysia, too, has tended
to be social media centric. Bersih (meaning clean in Malay), or the Coalition for Clean
and Fair Election, is a coalition of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) founded in
2006 that seeks to reform Malaysia’s existing electoral system by addressing pervasive
electoral misconduct. The coalition successfully mobilized five mass rallies since
2007. In analyzing Malaysia’s Bersih protests, scholars hailed social media as a platform for change (Tapsell, 2013), arguing that social media “can mobilize the masses”
(Leong, 2016), empower the people, and change the country’s political landscape
(Muniandy & Muniandy, 2013).
Rodríguez, Ferron, and Shamas (2014) observed that the preoccupation with social
media drives inquiry to emphasize the role of technology, erasing socio-political and
historical contexts, and subsequently rendering human agency invisible. Furthermore,
they argued, research on communication for social change needs to address four challenges, namely, accounting for historical context, acknowledging the complexity of
communication processes, anchoring analysis in a political economy of information
and communication technologies, and finally, positioning new research in relation to
existing knowledge and literature within the field of communication and social change
(Rodríguez et al., 2014). Meanwhile, in their review of digital activism scholarship,
Treré, Jeppesen, and Mattoni (2017) identified three biases:
The media-centric bias in communications research that tends to neglect social
movements; the ahistorical bias in media research that risks ignoring the socio-political
and cultural conditions; and the hyperlocal bias in social movement studies that ignores
the global network society. (p. 416)

To tackle these biases, they proposed a multidisciplinary framework of analysis that
combines communications and social movement research and focuses on the importance of translocal media imaginaries as they shape movement repertoires of contention and communications (Treré et al., 2017).
Built on my previous and current research on socio-political implications of digital
media in MENA and Asia as well as informed by an awareness of biases, challenges,
and research directions suggested by Rodríguez et al. (2014) and Treré et al. (2017), in
this monograph, I pursue an interdisciplinary framework to explore the complexity of
communications and media as they are embedded in the making and development of
contemporary social movements. Grounding in the empirical contexts of Tunisia,
Egypt, Malaysia, and Hong Kong and employing the metaphors of roots, routes,2 and
routers, my analysis comprises three parts. In the first part, Roots, I sketch out a broad
context for analyzing communications and media of contemporary social movements
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by tracing varied and multifaceted roots of the wave of global protests since 2010. In
the second part, Routes, I map out the routes that social movements take, trace how
communications and media are entangled in these routes, and identify various key
mechanisms occurring at various junctures of movements’ life cycles. In the last part,
Routers, I explore roles of human and nonhuman, fixed and mobile, traditional and
contemporary, digital and analog, and permanent and temporal routers in the making
and development of social movements. These analyses of roots, routes, and routers are
mutually intertwined in broadening and deepening our understanding of the complexity of communications and media in contemporary social movements.

Part I. Roots
What was the root cause of the Arab uprisings? Did social media cause the Arab uprisings? These two questions were very frequently asked with regard to the emergence of
protests and demonstrations across the MENA countries that commenced in 2010. The
second question is easy to answer. The answer is simply no. In contrast, the first one
has no simple answer. Root causes are popular in discussions on protests, riots, demonstrations, social movements, and any other types of collective actions. The term root
cause is commonly used to describe the deepest cause in a causal chain which would
prevent the problem from occurring if they are resolved. In the case of popular uprisings, the root cause is a particular part of a societal system, at the fundamental level,
that explains why the system produces a certain collective behavior rather than some
other behaviors.
Scholars agree that uncovering the root causes of any collective action and social
movement is important. Nevertheless, scholars have different views about what constitutes a root cause and at what level root causes exist, and establishing a causal relationship between movements and their presumed causes is difficult. In the context of
the Arab uprisings, for example, some scholars argued that the root cause was the
youth bulge, a demographic factor that exacerbated conditions such as unemployment
and poverty, resulting in security issues such as radicalization and inter-ethnic conflicts (LaGraffe, 2012). Most political analysts agreed that the root causes were economic deterioration, corrupt government, repressive regimes, and lack of freedom
(Salih, 2013). In his analysis, Achcar (2013) agreed with all of the above explanations
but further argued that the emergence of young Arabs making intensive use of digital
media greatly contributed to the uprisings. Which ones of these were the root causes?
Protest movements can be categorized as complex events. Due to their complexities, no empirical models exist that can explain the causal chains that would lead to
such complex events (Renn, Jovanovic, & Schröter, 2011). A multitude of potential
factors can contribute to the formation of movements. In general, most of the factors
identified interact with social movements in a nonlinear relationship, many causal factors are simply unknown, and, most importantly, most factors are highly dependent on
sociocultural and political contexts, and historical conditions (Renn et al., 2011).
In this first part of the monograph, I neither attempt to identify any root causes nor
develop a causal relationship between any societal factor and the rise of protests.
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Rather, I attempt to map a mosaic of factors contributing to the uprisings—multiple,
diverse, and intertwined roots, some of which are deeper seated than others—that
represent a variety of social, spatial, and temporal relations to reveal commonalities as
well as complexities of contemporary popular protests globally, with emphasis on the
MENA region and Asia.3 The roots map provides a broad context for analyzing the
communications and media of contemporary social movements.

Spatial Roots: From Global to National and Local
The Zapatista uprising, which started in 1994, and the Battle of Seattle in 1999 are
frequently cited as two iconic illustrations of social movements in the Internet era.4
The Zapatista case is often framed as “the first major Internet-based campaign of the
anti-globalization movement” (Warschauer, 2004, p. 192). At the time of the Battle of
Seattle, anti–World Trade Organization (WTO) protesters were described as “autonomous but Internet-worked squads of demonstrators protesting used ‘swarming’ tactics,
mobile phones, websites, laptops and PDAs to win [the battle]” (McCarthy, Miller, &
Skidmore, 2004, p. 192). Both are used to demonstrate how the Internet globalized
social movements and shaped their protest tactics and tools (Van Laer & Van Aelst,
2010). The incorporation of the Internet in global activism was deemed one of the
most significant innovations in protest practices in the 1990s, which has “given social
movements new and improved opportunities to engage in social and political actions”
(Van Laer & Van Aelst, 2010, p. 1146). This led scholars to envision “a future of social
movements that is increasingly global in both target and in form and that is in a more
direct confrontation with global institutions than its historical predecessors” (Smith,
2001, p. 1)
Without sidelining the role of the Internet in global activism in the 1990s and early
2000s, it is important to point out that transnational movements existed prior to the
Internet era. Likewise, while the Internet is essential for communication and the dissemination of information, the technology alone did not globalize the movements.
Simply put, transnational social movements emerged as a response to and a consequence of the global economic liberalization that took a dramatic turn in the 1990s.
Here, the Internet’s role was to assist activists to reach vast and dispersed communities, making it easier to establish a transnational and global network (Smith, 2001).
The transnational and global expansion of communication and information networks
was indeed “compatible with transnational issues that dominated the wave of protests”
in the 1990s (Lim, 2018, p. 12). Moreover, while the Internet undoubtedly was important in communicating and disseminating Zapatistas’ messages, information technologies are communicative tools that should not be mistaken for social actions (Khasnabish,
2013).
In the latest wave since 2010, protests were distributed globally. They were occurring in every region, including the Middle East and Asia, and in every major regime
category, from authoritarian countries to democracies (Carothers & Youngs, 2015).
Unlike the wave of protests in the 1980s and 1990s, however, recent protests were not
global in nature. They were translocal in character and their scopes of activism have
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scaled back to local and national levels. Protests that spread globally often developed
from similar issues, such as corruption and economic inequalities, but most were
ingrained in national and local debates and concerns (Carothers & Youngs, 2015).
In 2018, more than 20 years since the Internet became commercialized, almost half
of the world’s population is online. The Internet has become more globally available
and, yet, increasingly local in character. With the growing popularity of social media,
the technology has become embedded in various aspects of society, including politics,
especially among the urban middle class. Social media platforms have become integral to everyday communication practices and are immersed in conversations and
exchanges that reflect translocal sociality, including gripes and grievances grounded in
local and national settings.

Temporal Roots: Long-Term Enablers, Short-Term Causes, and
Immediate Triggers
Most social movements stem from multiple roots. Some roots are more entrenched
and deeper seated than others. They subsist in different temporalities. Some developed
over decades and others over years, months, or even days. Large-scale protests, including those unraveled in the MENA region and Asia, are enabled by complex structural
factors that reflect long-term conditions, but are driven by short-term causes that stipulate immediate milieus, and sparked by immediate triggers that are usually local.
Long-term enablers. Understanding how protest movements occur first requires considering the structural factors, which encompass technological, economic, and political elements of change (Carothers & Youngs, 2015). These long-term enablers have
usually been brewing for many years and provide the fundamental conditions for collective grievances to develop (Lim, 2018).
Three main long-term enabling conditions can be identified from the latest wave of
popular protests. First, a failed reform and/or problematic democratic transition
(Carothers & Youngs, 2015). The 1980s and 1980 were marked by the wave of protests that, to a certain degree, contributed to economic and/or political reform in many
countries. The larger trend of political development had increased citizens’ awareness
of their rights and expectations for accountable, clean, and effective governance. In
most countries in the MENA region and Asia, however, the so-called reform stopped
progressing and/or failed to bring the transitions to democracy, leaving citizens dissatisfied with how democracy functions in practice. This made many of these countries fertile soil for protests (Carothers & Youngs, 2015).
Second, the rise of urban middle class globally, especially in the MENA region and
Asia, propelled by rapid economic growth in the last two decades. This does not mean
that the middle class is always a motor for more social, economic, and political justice
for all; in fact, they have not. In the mining revolt in Gafsa, Tunisia, the textile workers’ strike in Mahalla, Egypt, and Hindraf (Hindu Rights Action Force)5 protests in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, the poor and marginalized populations were at the forefront
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of justice protests. However, the massive participation of the urban middle-class population, who joined the protests of the poor, made the uprisings possible. Indeed, during
the Arab uprisings of 2010-2011, protests were sparked by an event in poor areas but
the urban middle class was an essential element of the wave of protests, with vast sections of the middle class taking to the streets from Tunis to Cairo, from Sana’a to
Manama.
Large-scale protests in Asia, too, as exemplified by the Occupy Central Hong Kong
and the Malaysian Bersih movements, were highly urbanized and predominantly
rooted in middle-class driven causes. The urban middle class participation in the protests was not necessarily provoked by the concern for social justice, but by their growing and widely shared dissatisfaction with the quality of life. On one hand, the urban
middle class “develop expectations beyond material goals and gain access to education, travel, communication technologies, and other resources that give them new perspectives and capabilities” (Carothers & Youngs, 2015, p. 6). On other hand, they are
frustrated by the lack of job opportunities, poor quality public services, and the lack of
government accountability. Socioeconomic exclusion of a large portion of the middleclass population and stark inequalities produce the increasing gap between expectations and realities which, in turn, can potentially become a basis for collective
resistance (Lim, 2018).
The third long-term enabling factor is the rise of civic engagement and citizen participation, assisted by the mushrooming of nongovernmental and civil society organizations all over the world, particularly in countries where civil society was previously
weak or nonexistent (Carothers & Youngs, 2015). Between 2010 and 2011, there were
more than 9,000 NGOs in Tunisia (Brudzińska, 2014), 30,000 in Egypt (Hassan,
2011), 14,000 in Malaysia (Nesadurai, 2012), and 3,000 in Hong Kong (Chan, Lou, &
Ko, 2015). In addition, the youth had been central to this rise. A good number of civil
society organizations were focusing on youth-related issues as established by youth
groups. The April 6 movement in Egypt, which was founded by the youth members of
anti-Mubarak movement, Kefaya, is one of such examples. In Tunisia, youth members
were the big part of Takriz, a network of online Tunisian dissidents. In Hong Kong, a
secondary school activist group Scholarism was at the forefront of the Occupy Central
protests. One of the most animated grassroots movements spearheading Malaysia’s
electoral reform movement was Saya Anak Bangsa Malaysia, loosely translated as “I
am Malaysian,” a volunteer network whose youth wing is active and vibrant.
Short-term causes. Mass protests in the last 7 years have diverse short-term causes,
with issues ranging from corruption, freedom of expression, fuel prices, voting rights,
and many others. Having analyzed how issues resonate with one another, I categorize
these issues into three clusters:
1.

Socioeconomic factors, such as food prices, fuel prices, higher wages, unemployment, poor living standards, widening income gap, property prices, austerity measures, working/labor conditions, and poverty.
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3.

Political system and governance-related factors, such as lack of or poor democracy, transparency and accountability, corruption, corporate influence (in government), police brutality and violence, and authoritarianism.
Concerns with citizen rights, such as land and cultural rights, women’s’ rights,
labor and worker rights, immigrants’ rights, ethnic and racial rights, religious
rights and tolerance, voting rights, and freedom of speech.

The combination of socioeconomic and political factors appears to be the main cause
for the majority of the population in the MENA countries. In both Egypt and Tunisia,
short-term causes were high unemployment, widening income gap, and food prices
coupled with corruption, police brutality, and authoritarianism (Lim, 2018). Largescale protests in Asia, including those that occurred in Hong Kong and Malaysia, however, were mainly driven by political conditions especially the lack of (or deteriorating)
democracy and transparency, coupled by citizen rights–related factors such as the lack
of freedom and voting rights (Lim, 2018).
Immediate triggers. “Long-term causes create necessary conditions for collective
awareness (of shared dissatisfactions and contentions) and short-term causes provide
an immediate environment for collective networks of resistance to emerge” (Lim,
2018, p. 15). However, typically an immediate trigger is what sparks protests to break
out in certain space and time. These triggers are usually materialized locally, in “highly
symbolic” and/or “visually dramatic” events (Lim, 2018, p. 15).
Death and martyrdom are at the heart of some of the stories that personify these
triggers. Mittermaier (2015, p. 584) told the story of 26-year-old Mohamed Bouazizi,
who sold fruits and vegetables, without a permit, to support a family of eight in Sidi
Bouzid, Tunisia:
When the police confiscated his produce on 17 December 2010, he went to the regional
government headquarters to plead his case but was thrown out. He poured paint thinner
over himself and set himself on fire in front of the building. He died on 4 January 2011,
in a hospital in Tunis. Retroactively, to many, Mohammad Bouazizi’s suicide has become
a sacrifice and an act of defiance. He, in turn, has become a shahid—an Arabic term
which means both “martyr” and “witness”—and a national and international hero.

Likewise, after Khaled Said, a 28-year-old, middle-class Egyptian from Alexandria,
was beaten to death by two police officers on June 6, 2010, two images went viral on
the web. One shows a smiling young man:
The other, a picture snapped by Khaled’s brother on his mobile phone in the morgue,
shows a deformed and barely recognizable face, the victim of a brutal beating. The
images . . . inspired Wael Ghoneim and Abdelrahman Mansour to launch the Facebook
group “We are all Khaled Said” (kullina Khalid Sa‘ıd). The group soon drew thousands
of followers and played an instrumental role in organizing the mass protests on 25
January, which were primarily directed against police violence and torture. “We are all
Khaled Said” can be read as: We are all ordinary Egyptians and have been mistreated for
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too long. Or: We are all already dead, have been killed by the state, over and over again.
Or, alternatively: We are not afraid of death; we are willing to die if it will make a
difference. (Mittermaier, 2015, p. 584)

Other protests, however, were sparked by unexpected (and undesirable) political
affairs or publicly known political notoriety. In Malaysia, the mass protests calling for
electoral reform organized by the Bersih were triggered by a story of electoral fraud.
The electoral commission was accused of manipulating electoral rolls and gerrymandering districts to keep the ruling coalition in power (Welsh, 2011). In Hong Kong, the
highly restrictive implementation of universal suffrage for the selection of territory’s
chief executive triggered the Occupy protests.

Historical Roots
Most protests involve a long period of mobilization and “are rooted in a long history
of struggles and resistance” (Lim, 2018, p. 16). They are generally not sudden and
spontaneous but, instead, resulted from long processes of the transformation of culture
and politics. In the latest wave, some protests had shorter trajectories than others, particularly those emerging in countries with no historical experiences of protests. The
Tunisian and Egyptian uprisings, however, were more than a decade in the making
(Lim, 2012, 2013). As can be seen in Figure 1, the Tahrir uprising has a long and complex history. In the case of Egypt, a remarkable number of protests occurred within a
decade prior to the uprising. Between 1998 and 2008, at least 2,623 protests took place
in the country (The Solidarity Center, 2010).
Similarly, the Malaysian Bersih movement and the Occupy Central Hong Kong
were historically rooted in a long history of activism. The Bersih movement can be
traced to 1998 with the establishment of the reformasi (reform) movement and a number protests afterward (Lim, 2016; 2017). The Occupy movement is steeped in a long
history of activism and protest culture that had dominated the streets of Hong Kong for
more than a decade prior to the emergence of the Umbrella Movement. Indeed, on July
1, just months prior to the Occupy Central protests in September 2014, a big protest
occurred. Part of the protest culture is an annual July 1 rally, held since 2003, when
half a million Hongkongers rallied to reverse Article 23, laws that prohibit any act of
treason, sedition, and subversion against the Central People’s Government of China.

Unfinished “Revolution” and Limited Democratization Effects
The results of recent protests in the MENA countries, Asia, and the rest of the world,
have been mixed. In many semi-authoritarian countries, governments have perfected a
balancing act. They allow “a limited amount of opposition political activity and independent civil society, both to release some political pressure in the system and to keep
a degree of international legitimacy” (Carothers & Youngs, 2015, para. 71). In some
countries, nondemocratic governments were able to defeat them without making any
significant political concessions (Carothers & Youngs, 2015).
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Source. Adapted from Lim (2012).

Figure 1. Timeline of Egyptian oppositional movement against Mubarak (2002-2011). aInvolved digital activism.
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Other protests have produced significant effects even though these effects are not
always democratic. In Tunisia, the uprisings ended with the change of regime and the
country has experienced a transition to democracy. Although the economic growth has
been slow and the country has been haunted by terrorist threats, in 2018, Tunisia
moves to its seventh year of transition to democracy. From 2006 to 2011, Tunisia was
on the Reporters Without Borders’ “enemy of the Internet” list as one of the countries
with most heavily censored Internet. In 2018, it is no longer “the enemy of the
Internet.” Yet, the digital space remained constrained, marked by obstacles to access,
limits to content, and violations of users’ rights.
Egypt’s experience is not as positive. Since the 2011 uprisings, Egypt has experienced its first democratic elections, the brief presidential tenure of Mohamed Morsi of
the previously banned Muslim Brotherhood, another wave of protests over his misrule,
a military coup, and a reversion to authoritarianism under former army chief and now
President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi (Cook, 2016). Meanwhile, since November 2013, a new
law on public assembly was issued, in violation of international standards, to restrict
peaceful political demonstrations:
[The law] effectively grants security officials discretion to ban any protest on very vague
grounds, allows police officers to forcibly disperse any protest if even a single protester
throws a stone, and sets heavy prison sentences for vague offenses such as attempting to
influence the course of justice. (Human Rights Watch, 2013, para. 1)

Alaa Abdel-Fattah, a blogger activist who was also involved in the 2011 Tahrir uprising, was arrested under this law for allegedly organizing illegal protest. By the time of
writing this monograph, the Egyptian government is continuing to crack down on dissent and aggressively arrest activists in both online and offline spheres.
Three years after the 2014 Occupy Central protests in Hong Kong, students who led
the peaceful protests are in jail while the misconduct of pro-Beijing protestors and
Hong Kong police went largely unexamined; indeed, Beijing has become more “hardline” on Hong Kong (Wang, 2017). However, the movement does not stop. People in
Hong Kong continue to demand their rights. The 2016 vote for Hong Kong’s semidemocratic legislature saw a large turnout. In August 2017, tens of thousands of Hong
Kongers took to the streets to protest against the jailing of three young activists who
were questioning the independence of the city’s judiciary (Wu, 2017).
In Malaysia, the Bersih electoral movement has resulted in growing resistance
against the ruling party and the popularity a newly unified political opposition. The
movement reached a settlement between the ruling regime and the opposition that
addressed a number of grievances related to the electoral system. Bersih activists and
supporters continued to protest, pushed for reform, and, in lieu of the 1Malaysia
Development Berhad (1MDB) corruption scandal, even called for the resignation of
the Prime Minister. And, yet, the increasingly repressive and authoritarian government
continues to crack down on dissents and spread a culture of fear.
In most countries, then, large-scale protests have only limited democratic effects. In
some, the effects have been undemocratic. In all of these places, the “revolution”
remains unfinished.
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Hybrid Media/Communication Networks
Digital media are neither a revolutionary driver nor a cause of the protests. Nevertheless,
changes in communication technologies
make much more information available to people, giving them a greater awareness of
how others are asserting themselves against entrenched power holders in other countries
and of how their own political and economic conditions compare with those of others.
(Carothers & Youngs, 2015, para. 33)

“Digital media, especially social media, facilitate exchanges among citizens, enabling
them to collectivize around shared grievances rooted in long-term conditions as well
as short-term causes” (Lim, 2018, p. 15), and can potentially assist the immediate local
trigger to be publicized widely by making it viral.
Also, historically, media have always been incorporated in social movements.
Figure 1 illustrates that digital media have long been part of political activism: 54 out
of 70 recorded anti-Mubarak street protests in Egypt from 2004 to 2011 captured in
this timeline had already involved digital activism. It is important to clarify that in the
majority of protests, social media were not the principal tool for social movements’
mobilization and organization. In most cases, cellular phones, whose penetration rates
were extremely high in the MENA region and Asia, were heavily utilized alongside
other types of communications and media. The wave of protests since 2010 has seen
hybrid communication and media networks beyond cellular phones and social media
taking the chief role (Lim, 2018). How these communications and media are incorporated in the making and development of contemporary social movements is the next
central theme.

Part II. Routes
In scrutinizing the complex entanglement of communications and media in the making
and doing of contemporary social movements, I dissect a social movement under three
modes: imaginaries, practices, and trajectories. A social movement can be seen as “a
composite of abstract and concrete acts from and in space involving corporeal and
cognitive bodies” (Lim, 2015, p. 118). This composite can be traced in three phases:
from its spheres of origin in the imaginary realm; through its successive developments
involving practices of participation, organization, protest, and symbolic activities; and
to its unfolding as interconnected events in its trajectory, which takes place within
multiple spatialities and diverse temporalities (Lim 2015). Within the journey through
these three modes, I identify several mechanisms through which social movements,
communicative practices, and actions on the grounds are interconnected and unraveled
in space and time, such as dis/connecting, brokering, bridging, framing, hybridizing
(repertoires of contention), in/visibility, intermodality, on/offline connectivity, and
globalizing.
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Figure 2. Communications and media of social movements—an analytical framework.

Here, I discuss these three phases in a chronological order. They are, however, are
not sequential: pathways of social movements are not linear. In addition, as Figure 2
shows, the mechanisms listed here can be associated with any phase. However, to
avoid textual redundancy, I associate each mechanism with only one phase. This
framework is flexible and adaptable; it is open to any additional elements, particularly
additional mechanisms.
In this part, I ground my analyses in the empirical narratives from four sites where
I conducted field research: Tunisia, the place where the Arab uprisings began in
December 2010; Egypt, where the brave story of its people seems to turn somber;
Malaysia, where the historic electoral reform movement took place unbeknownst to
most people in the West; and in Hong Kong, where people fought for universal suffrage, namely, the right to directly nominate and elect their own candidates for the
Hong Kong territory’s leaders.

The Imaginaries
Where does a movement begin? Where do people create the initial beginning of a
movement? How do they come together? How do they come to share a similar sense
of injustice or resistance that forces them to act together collectively? Discussions
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about social movements generally focus on causes and motivations and rarely consider
how they begin. Long-standing grievances concerning economic equality and political
repression are often mentioned as causes of social movements. In the “Roots” section,
I established that the combination of long-term enablers and short-term causes indeed
contributes to the emergence of social movements. Historically, however, social, political, or economic grievances alone have not created social movements (Buechler,
2000). Social movement scholars have long argued that social movements are not
spontaneous (Blumer, 1969; Tilly, 1978). Unorganized individuals may spontaneously
form small protest groups, but if they are not connected and networked to each other,
the protest remains local and/or dissipates over time without forming any movement,
let alone producing significant changes. A movement is a network of organized, yet
informal, social entities that collectivize based on common purposes and solidarities
in the pursuit of societal change.
Social movements indeed become visible as they are materialized publicly in the
form of mass protests and turned into media spectacles. As soon as a movement displays its collective power through public performances, observers and researchers
scratch the surface to find its immediate cause, the trigger that sparks it, and mistakenly assume that a movement only starts as it becomes visible. I concur with Freeman
(1999, p. 7) that “most movements have inconspicuous beginnings.” Most movements
are marked by visible and sometimes dramatic events, local triggers that spark mass
protests, such as the self-immolation of Mohamed Bouazizi in the 2010 Tunisian
revolt or the arrest of Rosa Parks for sitting in a “white” seat in a bus in the civil rights
movement in 1955. Yet, they did not emerge only from such events. They were built
within existing networks established within communities associated with the movement. The civil rights movement was born and existed long before becoming visible to
the American public and media. At the least, it originated in two important institutions,
namely, Black churches and Black colleges, which “provided the primary networks
through which most southern blacks interacted and communicated with one another on
a regular basis” (Freeman, 1999, p. 9). In these places, African Americans were
allowed to imagine an alternative society that was different than the one they experienced. These were spaces for alternative or even radical imaginations. A movement
cannot start if such spaces do not exist.
I propose that an analysis of social movements should include an inquiry of the
invisible, by taking into account a set of invisible processes entailed in the journey of
the movement, including those taking place prior to its public surfacing. As a form of
resistance, a social movement originates largely in the peripheries, sometimes in
obscured or hidden spaces. These are spheres in which political ideas and subpublics
gestate, develop, and spread into wider arenas. The construction of imaginaries is
invisible; yet, this process is crucial to the movement making. Imagination itself is
“one of the most important mechanisms for drawing together a community [and] facilitating an expression of collective resistance [because it] allows collectives to project
themselves beyond the present to envision a different, more desirable future” (Lim,
2015, p. 118). Khasnabish and Haiven (2012) argued that social movements start from
the ability to imagine and are convened by individuals who share a
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radical understanding and imagination of the world. Furthermore, “the imagination is
a collective process rather than an individualized thing and that it emerges not from
unique geniuses in their romanticized autonomy but from communities and collectivities as they work their way through their world” (Khasnabish & Haiven, 2012, p. 411).
Hence, the radical imagination is a basis for building solidarity and the struggle against
oppression.
Spheres of origin, places for imagination. Social movements rarely originate in one singular sphere. To emerge, grow, and sustain itself, a collective radical imagination
needs multiple spheres. My research demonstrates that with every movement, “multiple spheres of origin emerged separately and then gradually [interspersed into] a
larger, denser network” (Lim, 2018, p. 18). To radically depart from dominant imaginaries of the state or other sources of hegemony, people need sites for alternative and
radical imaginations to emerge, grow, and spread. In these sites, adherents ascertain
the possibilities of resistance through everyday practices, interactivities, and
exchanges, allowing the narratives of resistance to be created and nurtured (Lim,
2015).
Contrary to Vargas’s (2012) claim that an Egyptian revolution began on Facebook,
Egypt’s resistance movement against Mubarak did not spontaneously emerge from
social media activism. Facebook facilitated activism: the “We are all Khaled Saeed”
campaign, for example, contributed to the growth of sentiment against Mubarak. But
the movement itself had a much longer history involving multiple spheres of origin,
including earlier strands of anti-Mubarak protests and sentiment, notably the Kefaya
movement (Lynch, 2006). Kefaya, the unofficial moniker of the Egyptian Movement
for Change, is a grassroots and diverse coalition of oppositional movements, comprising liberals, Nasserists, Arabists, and New Islamists.6 The movement was galvanized
against Hosni Mubarak’s presidency and the possibility of the rise of his son, Gamal,
as well as corruption, political stagnation, and human rights abuses in Egypt. While
officially emerging in 2004, Kefaya began organizing in 2000 as part of the pro-Intifada movement, and its public activation can be traced to the very same spot where the
2011 mass protests took place, Tahrir Square, 8 years earlier. On March 27, 2003,
when Tahrir’s center was packed with thousands of people protesting the US invasion
of Iraq (Schemm, 2003), the Kefaya activists managed to shift the anti-US sentiment
into an anti-Mubarak sentiment. It was during this 12-hr protest that the public imaginary of post-Mubarak Egypt was first formed. By the end of 2006, the Kefaya movement was in decline. It eventually disappeared altogether. The radical imagination of
the better Egypt without Mubarak, however, continued to be cultivated in different
spheres. As protests disappeared from the streets, conversations among Kefaya activists continued in the blogosphere where over the years a network of anti-Mubarak
socio-political blogs grew exponentially (Lim, 2012; Radsch, 2008). Between 2004
and 2009, numerous state-run factories became places for keeping the imaginary alive
through the network of labor activism among textile factory workers. Meanwhile, during this period, the April 6 youth movement, which was born out of the Kefaya youth
movement, worked alongside the labor activists and textile workers. Moving around
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among social media sites, urban centers of Cairo and Alexandria, and suburban areas
where workers lived, the April 6 youth activists used Internet cafes as their main sites
of activism. In April 2008, the two movements, the April 6 and the workers, liaised to
connect offline and online spheres of resistance connecting textile factories in
El-Mahalla El-Kubra, a large industrial and agricultural city located 70 miles north of
Cairo, with a Facebook group. The merged group held a nationwide strike that began
at Mahalla textile factories. This spread all over the country and years later became the
most dynamic anti-Mubarak movement (Lim, 2012).
A similar dynamic is found in the making of the 2014 Occupy Central Hong Kong.
First, the movement cannot be separated from Hong Kong’s long history of urban street
march culture, student activism, and labor unionism, all of which have extensive, robust
records of public civic engagement (Butenhoff, 1999; Chiu & Lui, 2000; Hui, 2015).
Second, the movement is rooted in the establishment of the Occupy Central with Love
and Peace in Hong Kong (OCLPHK) that was founded by Benny Tai, a professor of law
at Hong Kong University (HKU) only a year prior to the big protest in September 2014.
OCLPHK itself, as described by Benny Tai in a conversation with me at his office at
HKU, was an amalgamation of various smaller social groups, including civil society
groups and segments of political parties. During a four-month period before to the official formation of the OCLPHK in September 2013, over 30 deliberative meetings
involving around 3,000 participants were held (B. Tai, personal communication, August
4, 2015). These participants met at schools, churches, and community centers to engage
in difficult conversations, to deliberate, and together to knit a collective imaginary for
a freer, more democratic Hong Kong. While the OCLPHK played a central role in organizing the September 2014 protests, it did not single-handedly mobilize the mass.
Student activist groups, such as the Hong Kong Federation of Students (FHKS) and
Scholarism, also played a major role in mobilizing the mass. These groups had a longer
history of activism than OCLPHK and, thus, served as spheres of origin of the Occupy
Central. Two years prior to the 2014 protest, Scholarism, a Hong Kong–based secondary school students activist group formed in 2011, initiated a mass protest against the
“Moral and National Education” curriculum7 endorsed by the Chinese central government in July 2012 (Lai, 2012). In the 2014 Occupy Central movement, radical imaginaries emerged from “numerous classrooms of secondary schools and universities
where students, teachers, and professors mingled and immersed in frequent communication and interactions” (Lim, 2018, p. 18), as well as in churches and community
centers where people interspersed political and nonpolitical conversations.
Similarly, in the Tunisian uprising and Malaysian Bersih movement, radical imagination developed in multiple spheres of origin. The Tunisian case involves at least two
historical origins, namely, first, a long history of working-class struggles and labor
activism and second, more than a decade-long online activism against Internet censorship (Lim, 2013). The first, which involved blue-collar workers and labor and trade
unions, focused on unemployment and poverty; the latter focused on freedom of
expression, censorship, democracy, and human rights. The two, however, similarly
cultivated a collective imagination that mapped what Tunisia might be, without corruption and use of violence and torture, through years of conversations taking place
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online and offline. Malaysia’s Bersih movement can be seen historically as originating
from the 1998 reform (reformasi) movement as well as more recent, smaller, minoritybased resistance movements such as Hindraf protests. In the Bersih movement, multiple interconnected sites in on/offline spaces, such as mosques, alternative news
media such as MalaysiaKini, blogosphere, and social media have increased the possibilities for radical imagination to emerge. Years of conversations on blogosphere,
everyday political exchanges in social media, and weekly ceramah (sermons) in various mosques together provided multiple spheres of resistance that contributed to the
emergence of Malaysian Bersih electoral reform movement in 2006 and even sustained it years later (Lim, 2017a).
Dis/connection and hidden transcripts. The proliferation of on/offline spaces allows citizens to form various communicative spheres—private, public, and private–public—
by dis/connecting, embracing the interplay of being connected and disconnected.
Inscribed in the notion of dis/connecting is an ability to perform a politics of disguise
and anonymity. This practice is part of infrapolitics, where the hidden transcript is
communicated in public or in overlapping space between private and public (Scott,
1990). Hidden transcripts (Scott, 1990) refer to the critique of power that takes place
offstage that power holders cannot see or hear. These are “speeches, gestures and practices that confirm, contradict, or inflect what appears in the public transcript” (Scott,
1990, p. 4-5) and materialized in the forms of stories, rumors, complaints, songs, and
artworks, among others.
In Malaysian, Hong Kong, Tunisian, and Egyptian on/offline spaces, the hidden
transcript was found in a large amount of amateurish artwork devoted to the movement, in the form of chatter, jokes, digital posters, cartoons, animations, songs, and
video compilations. Political jokes, satires, and memes that were parts of daily dining
table conversations and everyday exchanges of social media within multiple small
private circles found their way to temporarily weave and coalesce into semi-public and
public conversations through the practices of dis/connecting in on/offline spaces such
as coffee shops, Internet cafes, mosques, churches, classrooms, and social media sites.
These conversations routinely took place between friends, acquaintances, and even
strangers, such as those between a taxi driver and a passenger. The networked on/
offline communicative spaces allow the imaginary to emerge from a process that is
both cognitive and corporeal that involves the specific (focus on certain political
issues) and the mundane (the everyday). They potentially allow more alternative
places for radical imaginations to emerge rather than online or offline spheres alone.
Brokerage. How to connect disparate individuals? How to facilitate communication and
exchanges of information between individuals who are separated from each other?
How to connect multiple spheres of origin and places of imagination to form a larger,
denser network? From the network perspective, a social movement can only be established by the formation of “collaborative networks,” which by definition “seek to bring
disparate groups together so they can work effectively and synergistically together”
(Long, Cunningham, & Braithwaite, 2013, p. 1). Here, brokerage, or brokering, defined
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as production of a new connection between previously disconnected sites (McAdam,
Tarrow, & Tilly, 2001), serves as one of the most important mechanisms in the making
of a social movement. Networks are composed of nodes (the actors) that occupy positions in the networks and ties (the relationship between actors) that form the structure
of the networks (Long et al., 2013). The brokerage occurs when a certain node connects
two nodes that are otherwise separated.
In the realm of imaginaries, some initial exchanges typically happen among disaffected elites; these are individuals who are part of the elite but aspire to break out from
the status quo. These exchanges are limited by the boundaries of their interests or
ideologies, isolated and disconnected from each other. In this context, brokering
between disconnected individuals or groups would allow for conversations to “traverse various representational channels and interest group distinctions and reach
diverse publics” (Lim, 2018, p. 19). The brokerage can occur in offline as well as
online settings through various everyday encounters. In repressive societies where
physical spaces are under siege or limited in their capacity to facilitate political conversations, blogging and social networking online may increase the possibility of brokerage, such as the cases of Tunisia, Egypt, and Malaysia.
Tunisia under President Ben Ali was marked by a poor human rights record, lack of
press freedom, and attacks on political opponents. Listed among the “10 Worst
Enemies of the Press” by the Committee to Protect Journalists since 1988, Tunisia was
considered as one of the most censored countries in the world. In such a repressive
environment, activists had very limited space to act. Conversations were limited to
small and fragmented clusters. Meanwhile, with the establishment of Tunisian Internet
Agency (L’Agence Tunisienne d’Internet), Tunisia also oversaw some of the most
severe Internet censorship in the world (Ferjani, 2011). However, partly supported by
dis/connecting mechanism, activists turned to digital activism by establishing activist
websites such as Perspectives Tunisiennes in 2000 and TuneZine in 2001 (Lim, 2013).
In 2004, that digital activism was amplified by the emergence of political blogs, and,
especially, the birth of Nawaat, an independent collective blog (Etling, Kelly, Faris, &
Palfrey, 2010; Ferjani, 2011). By being an exclusive platform for dissident voices and
debates, Nawaat became a broker linking Tunisian activists who were previously disengaged from each other.
Similarly, in the Egyptian and Malaysian blogospheres, the brokerage occurred as
previously disconnected activists and concerned individuals belonging to various
political orientations were linked to each other through their blogs (Lim, 2012, 2016;
Radsch, 2008). In both cases, individual linkages occurred in the blogospheres paved
ways to the formation of more plural and diverse networks. As exemplified in the
Tunisian, Egyptian, and Malaysian blogospheres, the brokerage allowed activists as
well as proto-activists (concerned individuals who seek to participate in the network
of activism) who were previously disconnected from each other to converse and deliberate beyond their own existing boundaries.
Bridging. When the brokerage occurs between two nodes that are central to their own
networks, another mechanism can occur called bridging, which transpires when two
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separate clusters are linked. Using the language of resource mobilization theory, bridging allows two disparate networks to share their resources mutually and, by so doing,
expand their collective resources (McCarthy & Zald, 1977). This is particularly important for small and resource-poor groups as bridging may allow them to expand and
grow into a relatively resourceful networked environment (Lim, 2018). Bridging is
also important in building a movement that can traverse ideological lines. Although its
early blogosphere was not an ideal public sphere, Malaysia illustrates this very well:
[I]nstead of being fragmented and/or polarized along the party or ideological lines, the
early Malaysian blogging community was united by its opposition to the ruling elites.
From 2002 to 2007, the blogosphere was both a vital space for online dissidents and a
place where the Malaysian government exercised its hegemonic power. . . Civil society
in Malaysia was typically characterized as being divided along ethnic lines. Blogging,
however, brought together otherwise disconnected Malaysian activists and concerned
individuals with different ideologies (e.g. Islamist, secular, or liberal) and backgrounds
(e.g. Malay, Chinese, or Tamil/Indian) and thus contributed to the expansion of the
reformist network. (Lim, 2016, p. 4-5)

Observably, in the initial formation of a social movement, a small-scale, more intimate, and interactive conversational platform, such as blogging, may provide a better
environment than large-scale social media platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter.
Through brokerage and bridging mechanisms, such platforms provide an affordance
for the formation of networks based on strong social ties. While not every tie in the
blogger networks is based on a strong social tie, frequent and reciprocal interactions
that take place in these blogospheres allow for the possibilities for ties to grow stronger over time. In its beginning, social movements need a core network of dedicated
activists. These are true believers whose relationships are built on frequent exchanges
and mutual trust and whose participation in the movement becomes routine and longterm. In its later development, as a social movement grows and expands, weak social
ties, such as those formed in social media, are valuable in terms of their number and
diversity. Brokering and bridging that occur within social media platforms can potentially contribute to the expansion of the size and diversity of networks.

The Practices
Beyond the imaginaries, the making of social movements involves a set of practices
consisting of various activities to render mobilizations possible and sustain them in
many ways. These practices, following Mattoni and Treré (2014), can be grouped into
four categories. First, participation practices through which social movement actors
engage other individuals in daily activities of various stages of the movement, whether
in the early stages of mobilization or during the height of mobilizations (p. 259).
Second, organization practices where “social practices through which activists are
able to plan meetings, arrange protests, and coordinate actions” (p. 259). Third, protest
practices that entail “the performance of public protests,” and finally, symbolic
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practices, which include “those social practices linked to the development of discourses, meanings and interpretations about contentious issues and protests” (p. 259).
Traditionally, these practices are geographically clustered, because social movement
actors arrange their practices based on where they are physically located
(Lim, 2015). With the digitization of communications and media, these practices
revolve mostly around networks of on/offline spaces. Tunisia’s and Egypt’s uprisings,
Occupy Central Hong Kong, and the Malaysian Bersih movement are networked movements. Some of their practices were bound to physical location while the rest were
structured around networks that were emplaced in localities and, at the same time, transcended geographical barriers. In contemporary social movements, traditional social
and cultural clusters—such as churches, mosques, temples, universities, and schools—
continue to serve as sites for participation, organization, protest, and symbolic practices
to take place. However, these practices have increasingly extended to new types of
networks such as those formed with the help of social media platforms. Although they
can differ from one context to another, the practices of contemporary social movements
have largely relied on the availability of hybrid networks connecting traditional and
contemporary communications, old and new media, online and offline social and cultural spaces. Utilizing these hybrid networks, social movements can continue to grow
by generating new resources and encouraging new practices to emerge. In its practices,
a social movement goes through various mechanisms for diffusing the narratives and
sentiment of resistance to grow its network and reach the larger audience.
Framing. How does a social movement mobilize a diverse public? How does it foster a
collective identity across dispersed individuals? In social movements, activists can be
viewed as “signifying agents actively engaged in the production and maintenance of
meaning for movement supporters, constituents, antagonists, and bystanders or
observers” (Benford & Snow, 2000, p. 613). Symbolic practices revolve around the
process of meaning making, with framing as the central mechanism. Here, framing
denotes an active, dynamic, and contentious mechanism where meaning is constructed
to legitimize collective activities and actions (Gamson, 1992). In social movements,
frames are utilized to organize experience and guide action and render events meaningful (Benford & Snow, 2000), largely by simplifying the issues, causes, reasons, and
rationales for participation.
In mobilizing diverse publics, social media can be considered important mostly
because it lowers the costs of participation and mobilization (Farrell, 2012; Garrett,
2006). While recognizing their potential in facilitating social movement, I argue that
social media are not inherently necessary to successful mobilization. We may be
more cognizant of the successful ones, but the majority of social media campaigns
never became viral and were never translated into a social movement. Research
shows that virality “is not a function of the social network’s ability to bring faraway
things closer” (Rajyalakshmi, Bagchi, Das, & Tripathy, 2012 p. 24). It is, however,
“achieved when many smaller homophilic groups discover an interest in a certain
topic” (p. 24). Social media networks are vast and the information is over-abundant.
In the algorithmic environment dominated by sensational narratives around
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celebrated personalities, attention is unequally distributed making it unlikely for
complex narratives of injustices to gain high visibility (Lim, 2017b). Here, portability, which is the movement’s capacity to be distilled into a readily spreadable narrative, becomes important (Mitchell & Lim, 2018). Defined as a characteristic attributed
to an archetypal content that can be easily carried by and/or moved across multiple
and overlapped media networks, portability is intimately connected to the framing
processes. To achieve portability, activists are forced to simplify and oversimplify the
narratives of their movements and generate symbols and icons that resonate with the
larger audiences (Lim, 2013). In creating a frame of injustice, the simplification processes are important to embolden the sense of injustice, evoke shared emotion and
rage, incite public outcry, and mobilize antagonism against the common enemy (Lim,
2017b).
Framing has always been important in any movement in the history. The gay rights
movement, for example, has been largely framed around a right to marry rather than a
broader range of issues facing its constituency (Ettelbrick, 1989). With the incorporation of social media in mobilizing the public, however, social movement frames tend
to be intensely symbolic, highly iconic, and increasingly simplified. In the 2011 context of the Egyptian uprising, the movement was framed around the personality of
Khaled Saeed. He was elevated into an iconic figure with saint-like qualities for the
nationwide rally against Mubarak. The story of Saeed, a young man killed by
Alexandrian police in a sketchy drug-related scene, is more complex. Unlike Saeed the
icon, Saeed the person was not an activist but a tech-savvy young man who spent most
of his time online, aspired to move to the United States, and abused illegal substances
(Ali, 2012). Saeed’s death was not just indicative of the corrupt and brutal police state
but also “symptomatic of the widespread despair that continues to plague Egypt’s
youth and that manifests in a plethora of symptoms, from drug abuse to the strong
desire to emigrate” (Ali, 2012, para. 3). He was neither a saint nor sinner, but simply
“a human being who was robbed of his rights and dignity once he breathed his last”
(Ali, 2012, para. 36). Khaled Saeed, the icon, is a necessary myth that “enabled
Egyptians to personalize and humanize complex issues that could otherwise have
drifted into murky abstractions” (Ali, 2012, para. 38).
Similarly, the Tunisian uprising revolved around the iconoclastic symbolization of
Mohamed Bouazizi, who activists and journalists of national and foreign media framed
as a highly educated young man who unselfishly sacrificed himself after being publicly slapped in the face by a woman police officer. Fedia Hamdi, the officer, repeatedly said that she never hit Bouazizi and nobody could really corroborate the story.
Bouazizi the martyr, too, is a myth. As a street vendor who never graduated from high
school, Bouazizi’s self-immolation could have been cited as a little footnote in the history, just like nine other self-immolations happened in Tunisia from July to December
2010, all of which ignited only small local protests (Lim, 2013). By elevating him to a
martyr-like figure and oversimplifying the reality of his life, Bouazizi’s story was
made to culturally and politically resonate with the majority of Tunisians, especially
the highly educated urban middle-class youth.
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For the Malaysian Bersih movement and the Occupy Central Hong Kong, the framing processes were different. In the absence of iconic figure, activists of both movements engaged in “boundary framing” (Silver, 1997), which seeks to demarcate the
boundaries between “us” and “them” and “good” and “evil.” They also practiced
“adversarial framing” (Gamson, 1995) to assign movement’s protagonists and antagonists. A common method in both types of framing involves associating the image of a
targeted opponent with the image of highly iconic villains or antagonists. Many memes
and posters depicted Hong Kong’s Chief Executive and Malaysia’s Prime Minister
with a Hitler mustache to render them evil, an enemy of the people.
Hybridizing repertoires of contention. In social movement theory, the practices of organization and protest revolve around the notion of repertoires of contention, which
Charles Tilly (2010) conceptualizes as “claim-making routines that apply to the same
claimant object pairs: bosses and workers, peasants and landlords, rival nationalist
faction, and many more” (p. 35). These repertoires vary from one context to another.
The choices of repertoires are constrained, first, by what regimes permit, forbid, and
tolerate; second, by the history of contention (e.g., a country that has already experienced a revolutionary episode is more likely to have another episode); and, third, by
changes in political opportunity structure (any challenge to the existing political system, such as increasing political enfranchisement or division within elites, creates an
opportunity for others, including social movement members, to push through a social
change; Tilly, 2010). Traditionally, a repertoire of contention refers to a set of various
protest-related tools and actions such as, but not limited to, public meetings, pamphleteering, vigils, rallies, demonstrations, sit-ins, petition drives, boycotts, and strikes.
Repertoires are the changing practices. They evolve with time, place, and available
technologies, especially with changing communication technologies (Tilly, 2010).
With the proliferation of the Internet in the mid-1990s, especially since the 1999 Battle
of Seattle, activists started expanding the list of the repertoires by employing online
direct action (ODA). Early on, some ODAs were established as digital analogs of traditional repertoires, such as online petitions for paper petitions, virtual sit-ins for physical sit-ins, and hacking for sabotage (Lim & Kann, 2008). The popularity of social
media usage has expanded the repertoires of contention to also include social media–
facilitated repertoires. One of such repertoire involves hashtag protest or hashtag
activism, which refers to a collective effort to intervene in public discourse by curating
a massive amount of Twitter statements by using certain hashtags, a word or an unspaced phrase prefixed with the hash character (#), to cluster social media conversations around a certain issue or topic. The social media terrain opens up new possibilities
for innovative, emergent repertoires that can further contribute to participation, organization, symbolic, and protest practices of the movement. The emergence of digital
repertoires in contemporary social movements, however, should not be interpreted as
the end of traditional, analog repertoires. In practice, activists utilize digital and analog
repertoires in conjunction. In some cases, as illustrated in the following example from
Tunisia, digital technologies are adopted, adapted, and incorporated into existing analog practices to craft repertoires that are more suitable to certain social and technical
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contexts. The hybrid of digital and the analog repertoires is utilized interchangeably to
address contextual needs and conditions.
In the historic event that was inaccurately labeled a “Twitter Revolution,” Tunisian
activists started employing hashtag activism as their repertoire of contention only days
prior to the resignation of Ben Ali on January 14, 2011. The main hashtag for the uprising,
#sidibouzid, first appeared on Twitter on December 18, 2010, a day after the mass protest
erupted in Sidi Bouzid, but only became popular in the second week of January 2011. With
very low Twitter usage in the country, activists and protesters on the ground did not utilize
hashtag activism. According to a Tunisian activist Ben Gharbia, this digital repertoire was
employed not to organize things in Tunisia on the ground, but instead, to expand the information network among diaspora through “the reproduction and structuring of information,
making it accessible to especially Al Jazeera” (Poell & Darmoni, 2012, p. 25).
On the ground, traditional tools and actions such as demonstrations, strikes, and
rallies were central to protest practices during the uprising. By December 2010,
Tunisia’s Internet penetration rate was only 30% and only one million Facebook users,
most of whom resided in Tunis, the capital, and its surrounding areas. Tunisian economic development had long been concentrated in coastal regions, leaving the interior
isolated from economic activities because of lack of transportation, information, and
communication infrastructures. Towns and villages in these regions, such as Sidi
Bouzid, where Mohamed Bouazizi immolated himself, not only lacked Internet access
but also lacked reliable mobile phone coverage. And, yet, their protests were not
entirely analog. Protesters in Sidi Bouzid reportedly took to the streets with “a rock in
one hand, a cell phone in the other” (Ryan, 2011). Cellphones were used to document
the protests and the police violence and, ultimately, to break through the media blackout. In places such as Sidi Bouzid, organizational and protest practices took place in
the hybrid network of community radios, mouth-to-mouth, and coffee houses as well
as cellphone and social networking platforms (Lim, 2013).
In a different sociotechnical context, the hybrid network forms differently, sometimes comprising different mixtures of communication and media technologies. In
Malaysia, the Internet penetration is above 70% and the rate is even higher in urban
areas. The Bersih movement’s practices largely took place in the Greater Kuala
Lumpur, where 87% of the population was online. As expected, nearly all organization
practices involved online platforms. Websites and blogs were utilized heavily in publicizing public events. Facebook played a central role for planning and coordinating
meetings and actions prior to the public protests, and Twitter was utilized during the
protest for on-site networking and on-the-ground organizing (Lim, 2017a).

The Trajectories
All social movements are ephemeral. They emerge, develop, grow, surface in public,
interact with power, decline, fade away, and then eventually end. Social movements
may experience different trajectories. Some movements decline because they succeed
in achieving their goals. Some turn to new goals once old goals are achieved. When
the power vacuum opens, some transform themselves into political institutions that
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can fill the void and facilitate the transition to a new society. Some end in defeat
through repression or cooptation. Some go in hiding to be temporarily invisible. Some
go dormant. Some start all over again, beginning anew. Regardless which trajectory
ensues, social movements always encompasses multiple events.
A social movement, in fact, can be conceived as a distribution of events across a
population (Oliver & Myers, 1998). In its life cycle, a movement “starts with an event,
is sustained by more events, rises when many events happen involving a large proportion of the population, and fades when it stops generating future events” (Lim, 2015,
p. 122). These events are interconnected, interdependent, and interacting with each
other. The interconnections between events are pertinent to the life cycle of the movement. The life cycle of a social movement usually includes one (or more) protest cycle,
which is “a phase heightened conflict and contention across the social system” with
“intensified interactions between challengers and authorities which can end in reform,
repression and sometimes revolution” (Tarrow, 1994, p. 153). Protest cycles are built
on a set of practices, discussed above, that allow for the emergence of new groups and
the mobilization of new actors (through the mechanism of brokerage and bridging),
the elaboration of new frames (by framing mechanisms), and the development of repertoires of contention. The cycle, however, ends if the movement stops being diffused.
To have a far-reaching impact, the movements need diffusion in multiple places
(McAdam et al., 2001), geographically, socially, and demographically, through reproduction and multiplication of protest networks. To maintain the protest cycle, a movement needs to be sustained to last beyond the initial protest. How to ensure that the
movement continues beyond the first and the second public mass confrontations is the
key. The continuance of protest cycle, as will be illustrated in the following sections,
can be aided by several mechanisms such as in/visibility, intermodality, on/offline connectivity, and globalizing.
In/visibility. In repressive societies, the state exercises its power with the economy of
visibility, where the power is invisible and renders individuals visible (Foucault,
1995). In a route toward a highly dense and expansive network, the social movement
must be invisible to cultivate itself. To a certain degree, when physical spaces and
mainstream media are highly censored, the immensity of digital media can assist
social movement to be temporally invisible from the gaze of the power holder. Uncensored Facebook in pre-2011 Tunisia is such an example. In Hong Kong, however,
activists did not perceive digital space as such. In fact, in many planning meetings for
the Occupy Central, all attendees not only needed to be offline, they also needed to
shut off their phones to remove any electronic traces of their conversations. In these
two different contexts, the notion of invisibility was practiced differently.
While a social movement can effectively cultivate itself through its invisibility,
inversely it should publicly claim its power through its visibility in public space, such
as by occupying streets, parks, and squares. The capacity to act collectively and to
appear simultaneously in the political space of appearance, as depicted in the occupation of Tahrir Square and of administrative buildings in the central business district of
Hong Kong, is a reflection of power (Arendt, 1958, p. 200). Collective
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affects—passion, emotions, and feelings—that bodies produce, transmit, and circulate
are present to potentially liberate and transform individuals represented by the bodies
gathered together. Furthermore, collective experiences resulted from being corporeally together can sustain the movement as they perpetuate a continual need to establish
and reestablish links between people.
However, this visibility can also subjugate people, as those present to power may
also be subjected to the gaze of spectators. In modern societies, public spaces are
largely spaces in which people are subjected to surveillance. In this context, spaces of
appearance may also be associated with what Foucault (1995) called spaces of surveillance. Here, I contend that spaces of disappearance, which are instances where people
collectively carve a temporal space to be invisible from the surveillance gaze, can
reflect the notion of power. The ability to escape subjugation or subjection through
invisibility is, therefore, empowering. The availability of networked on/offline spaces
allow a social movement to control its in/visibility and possibly generate multiple
spaces of disappearance/appearance.
Intermodality. How to transform a small, localized protest into a protest cycle? How to
diffuse protests in multiple places? Tarrow (1994) argues that a protest only becomes a
protest cycle when “it is diffused to several sectors of the population, is highly organized,
and is widely used as the instrument to put forward demands” (pp. 14-15). A cycle of
protest, therefore, only occurs when multiple social groups engaged in a series of protests
in time and span across a wide geographical boundary. In this context, the connectivity
between one place to another, which can be facilitated by communication and media network, is important. Traditionally, activists rely on the media attention to create a climate
favorable to the movement. Media coverage of the protests, especially the positive ones,
can sustain and encourage more protests as the coverage indicates a success. The perception of success is important as it can infuse optimism in other groups and, subsequently,
motivate more protests. Tarrow (1994) argues that how other groups perceive a group’s
success through the media coverage is the major mechanism behind the upsurge of a
protest cycle. Furthermore, he argues, “against the inherent power of the media to shape
perceptions, movements possess little cultural power” (Tarrow, 1994, p. 24).
In some countries, especially autocratic countries, the governments have vested
interests in controlling the flow of information through the establishment of state
media. Autocracies in particular intervene in the production and dissemination of news
coverage in broadcast and print media. In this highly controlled media environment,
activists cannot rely on mainstream media coverage in their attempt to diffuse the
protests. As illustrated in the following examples, activists instead must take advantage of the intermodality of communication and media networks.
From January to June 2008, a series of strikes occurred in the mining area of Gafsa,
Tunisia. At the local level, mobilization of the protest, involving poor miners and their
families, was successful. However, the protest was unable to grow. The government
not only sent troops to crack down violently on the protests but also physically banned
journalists from accessing the region and successfully controlled news reporting of the
protests (Lim, 2013). State-owned mainstream news media framed the protesters as
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rioters or uneducated thugs who were hijacked by terrorism and extremism (Lim,
2013). In the absence of alternative discourse in domestic and international media
coverage, the Tunisian government succeeded in containing local protests, preventing
them from becoming nationwide uprisings (Lim, 2013).
The initial protests of the 2010-2011 Tunisian uprisings, too, similarly suffered from
lack of news coverage. After all, in 2010, the state’s control over news media was even
stiffer than years before. In addition, some earlier protests took place in poor areas in
the interior region that had no reliable Internet connection. In these places, social media
usage was not even part of people’s everyday communication practices. However, as
illustrated in the following story from Thala and Kasserine, two Tunisian border towns
near Algeria, years of activists’ work in creating a hybrid communication network led
to a different scenario (Lim, 2013, p. 934). In January 2011, when massive protests
broke out in these two towns, the government sent a battalion of riot police to crack
down the protests resulting in a brutal massacre (Ryan, 2011). The police also blocked
the roads toward these towns to isolate them from any journalists, reporters, and out-oftown activists. However, the people could not prevent people of Thala and Kasserine
from broadcasting their situation. “People took videos with their mobile phones and
pocket cameras documenting police brutality and passed them to activists who transferred them to memory cards” and “[a]ctivists put memory cards inside sneakers and
threw the sneakers over the border to Algeria” (Lim, 2013, p. 934). These cards eventually reached the hands of activists in Tunis and some even reached Al Jazeera news
desks (Lim, 2013). Facilitated by the hybrid communication network, the massacres in
Thala and Kasserine outraged Tunisians across the country and laid “the seeds for the
uprising to become a genuinely nationwide phenomenon” (Rifai, 2011).
This story demonstrates not only the importance of a hybrid network but also of
intermodality, especially in places where digital divide persists. Here, I use intermodality to describe a mechanism in which different media and communication modes
and networks are utilized in conjunction to carry a message from one place to another
without being altered or distorted. In this case, the intermodality had propelled a gruesome story of massacres in the isolated towns that would have otherwise remained a
local account into a national and global affair. The media landscape in this context
represents what Rodríguez (2001) termed “citizens’ media”—media that have empowering effects. Citizen media is not simply an alternative to mainstream but embedded
in the long-term and fluid process of community and identity building, so that the
communication process itself becomes empowering (Rodríguez, 2001).
On/offline interconnectivity. Protests against nondemocratic governments can end in
violent crackdown when the protesters get crushed after the first mass protest. To create a protest cycle and to sustain the life cycle of the movement, activists need to
strategize around the crackdown and physical attacks from the authorities. The public
display of resistance needs to be preceded by strategies to survive the physical
landscapes.
Tahrir Square, one of Cairo’s biggest squares, was designed to resemble Charles de
Gaulle Square in Paris. Tahrir is a circular plaza with a large busy traffic circle at its
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center, surrounded by a network of main roads which connect the downtown area. The
Square and its adjacent downtown streets offer sizable open spaces for thousands to
congregate. Unlike streets in other parts of Cairo, however, downtown streets are wide
and spacious which can easily accommodate riot squads with their armored vehicles,
riot vans, and water cannons. However, these wide radial streets are not the only access
points to the square. In addition to these, some 23 streets lead to the square, including
some pedestrian alleyways that are inaccessible to cars. In the case where the square is
surrounded by riot squads, protesters can use these alleyways to flee from and reenter
the square (Mohamed, Van Nes, & Salheen, 2015). In this context, the maneuvering
skills around the Square’s physical landscape and the knowledge of how to navigate
the physical encounters with police forces were important for protesters.
To prepare the mass prior to the big protest days, activists created a 26-page manual
for Egyptian protesters entitled “How to Protest Intelligently.” They circulated it in
print and electronically by email and Facebook. In a highly cited tweet, an Egyptian
activist Fawaz Rashed famously stated, “We use Facebook to schedule the protests,
Twitter to coordinate, and YouTube to tell the world.” Social media indeed was wellembedded in the culture of the country’s young urbanites, and thus, this statement
might be true for a small number of the activists. In reality, however, few protesters at
the Tahrir Square had Twitter accounts. Between January and March 2011, Twitter
penetration in Egypt was only 0.15%. For the majority of protesters in Tahrir Square,
Twitter was not a channel for immediate physical assistance. The know-how gathered
from the protest manual circulated online and offline was contextually more useful for
offline survivability than Twitter communication.
Malaysian #Bersih rallies in April 2012 and August 2014 illustrate the interconnectedness of online and offline spaces. In Kuala Lumpur, where the majority of the
population was online, activists utilized social media platforms not only to mobilize
and coordinate prior to the mass protests but also used them, especially Twitter, to support each other and to physically survive on the ground, especially in the midst of
attacks by water-cannon and teargas (Lim 2016, 2017). The on/offline interconnectivity between social media sites and protest sites (public squares, streets, and other public spaces) play an important role in sustaining the life cycle of a social movement at
various junctures along its trajectory. Prior to the first protest day, Bersih organizers
uploaded three alternative marching routes in GPS format that protesters could download. During the Bersih protests, social media were more integrated into the physical
protests, if compared those happened in Tunisia and Egypt in 2011. During the 2014
Bersih rally, Twitter data show that tweets with a hashtag #bersih were produced globally. A closer examination through the geotagging map of #bersih tweets, however,
reveals that the usage of Twitter was heavily concentrated in places where protests
were happening. These tweets were concentrated in central Kuala Lumpur around
Independence Square (Dataran Merdeka) and other locations where protesters were
clustered. The names of places—streets, mosques, stations—with the highest concentration of protesters, such as Jalan Sultan, Pasar Seni, Masjid Negara, and Masjid
India, came up as among the most popularly tweeted words under #bersih hashtag.
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During the Bersih 3.0 rally, protesters used Twitter to coordinate and exchange information even as they were marching.
Similarly, the tweets, messages, images, and videos surrounding the Occupy
Central in Hong Kong were produced by local protesters. On Instagram, instas with
related hashtags, such as #ochklp, #occupyhk, #occupycentral, and #umbrellamovement, originated from various business districts in Hong Kong where mass protests
were held, such as Admiralty, Soho, and Central. Social media were largely utilized as
a tool to communicate among protesters in and between local protest sites. Activists
used social media channels to disseminate information around the physical survival
and safety in digital format. Such information includes an electronic safety guide to
tear exposure, the manual of civil disobedience, and legal help-line numbers. Analog
copies of this information were also disseminated in the forms of pamphlets, photocopied prints, and wheat-paste posters.
Globalizing. In addition to the physical survival in the local sites of protest, efforts to
sustain the movement should include making the public protest visible to the audience
beyond the local sites, preferably to global audiences. The globalization of movements
is important for two reasons. First, multiplying the protest sites on a scale that is
beyond the boundary of state control allows the movement to diffuse the resistance
and expand the network. Second, by making the protest available to the global audience, the movement also opens new opportunities for participatory politics that, in
turn, are valuable in generating external support and pressure.
In Tunisia and Egypt, social media platforms, especially Twitter and YouTube,
were used to connect with global social media users who showed solidarity with the
movement. Notably, however, while social media were widely used globally, the farreaching globalizing processes could not happen without coverage from more traditional media such as television and radio. During the “Arab Spring,” television stations,
especially France 24 and Al Jazeera, were crucial in connecting local sites with a
global community by broadcasting information generated by social media users
(Russell, 2011). Similarly, during the Malaysian Bersih protests, Twitter was used to
globalize the movement. However, global audiences of Bersih were limited to the
“global Malaysia.” In the Bersih 3.0 protests in 2012, Twitter was successfully used to
connect Malay diaspora in at least 85 protest sites in 35 countries. Yet, with an exception of Al Jazeera (Alibeyoglu, 2012), other international media barely covered the
Bersih protests that year.
Meanwhile, a story from the Occupy Central Hong Kong offers a different dynamic.
The first two weeks of Occupy Central protests (September 26 to October 10, 2014)
took place during the height of public discussions around the decision of various
Western countries to join the “War against ISIS or ISIL (the Islamic State of Iraq and
the Levant)” coalition led by the United States. Utilizing PageOnex, an open source
software tool designed to aid in the coding, analysis, and visualization of newspaper
front pages, I analyzed newspaper front pages to measure mass media attention to ISIS
and Occupy Central, using column inches as an indicator.8
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Figure 3. Occupy Central Hong Kong versus ISIS.
Note. ISIS = Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant.

The visualization of this analysis can be seen in Figure 3, in combination with the
visualization chart of ISIS and Occupy Central Hong Kong related tweets. Figure 3
shows that ISIS dominated the coverage of major media in these countries during first
three days of Occupy Central protests.9 Meanwhile, ISIS related tweets also had been
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prominent on Twitter in September 2014. As protests in Hong Kong intensified,
Occupy Central related tweets reached its peak at 11:25 p.m. on September 28, with
720 tweets per minute, making the issue much more popular than ISIS. Its popularity
on Twitter brought the protests to global attention. Occupy Central started to appear in
front-pages of major newspapers such as the New York Times, Frankfurter Allgemeine,
El Mundo, and the Toronto Star on September 29 and dominated their headlines as
well as other newspapers (the Globe and Mail, the Washington Post, the Guardian,
and Le Monde) until October 3. While there is no evidence of direct causality between
the two, the popularity of Occupy Central Hong Kong on Twitter was correlated with
the temporal shift of (Western) mainstream media from their preoccupation with ISIS.
In other words, the production of Occupy Central tweets helped globalize the movement and thus allowed a worldwide audience to hear the voice of the people rather
than the authority’s point of view, albeit temporarily.
The cases of Egypt, Tunisia, Malaysia, and Hong Kong show that activists used
digital media and mobile technologies as their communication and information platforms without having to depend wholly on mainstream media channels. This differs
from past social movements’ use of media. For example, with the Students for a
Democratic Society and the anti-war movements of the 1960s, activists had to virtually hand over control of their message to mass media professionals who, in turn,
undermined the objectives of both movements (Gitlin, 1980). Hybrid human-communication-information networks formed by digital and other media types do not necessarily shift the control of communication from mass media to activists. They diffuse
the communication flows, however, preventing any party, including state authority and
mass media, from retaining centralized control of communication. The hybrid network, as exemplified in the Hong Kong case, also influences the nature of reporting of
the uprisings on mainstream news. In examining the Egyptian uprising, Russell (2011,
p. 1239) argued that activists’ networked and decentralized communication platform
shifted the purpose or main task of the traditional news outlets. In covering the Tahrir
uprising, journalists attended to “what networked participants in the drama were
reporting and saying about what was happening. . . . The mainstream outlets, in effect,
were delivering a meta-story about the story being reported by people hooked into
digital social networks” (p. 1239).
The protests in Egypt, Tunisia, Malaysia, and Hong Kong show that while global
participants were a world away from where protesters were, they contributed to the
movements by globalizing them and, subsequently, amplifying the voices of the protesters. When local and global actors are mutually linked, together they may generate a
network of networks to galvanize the resistance and thus sustain the cycle of protests.

Part III. Routers
Social movements are political embodiments of human connections. At the core of
social movements is connectivity, without which movements would be impossible.
In the third part, I employ the term routers, emphasizing the importance of connectivity in social movements, to discuss the centrality of human and nonhuman
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connectors who enable the connectivity between people, social groups, networks,
and places. To clarify, my focus here is not the process, but the actors of connectivity, the routers. In computing, “a router is a networking device that forwards data
packets between computer networks” (Ebert & Griffin, 2012, p. 347). Just as a router
connects two or more data lines from different computer networks, in the making of
social movements, routers make connections among various social networks by forwarding messages, narratives, and symbols of resistance, along with sentiments and
emotions attached to them.
Social movements involve networks of people who share a common objective and/
or a common enemy (opponents) and come together in a series of public display of
expression (Lim, 2014). A social movement thus is a complex human system made of
interconnected systems of nodes (people and groups) and ties (relationships and flows)
which resembles an internetwork of routers and links. This human network is an emergent system whose growth is sporadic and self-organizing (Krebs, 1996). Within this
network, ties are unevenly distributed with some areas of the network having a high
density of connectivity while others are sparsely connected. The availability of routers
is thus crucial to the growth of network. “Contemporary social movements, unlike an
individual (and often locally isolated) spontaneous protest, are networks of various
contentious politics and/or geographically dispersed actions that are associated with
each other based on solidarity and collective identity” (Lim, 2014, p. 52). Human and
nonhuman routers are central to the formation of these networks. Not only do they
perform connectivity where it had not existed, these routers also restore damaged or
broken connectivity.

Nonhuman Routers
As discussed earlier, the Internet and social media platforms are undeniably important
tools and spaces for expanding networks of social movements. As nonhuman routers,
they can connect social movements with people and groups at local, national, regional,
and even global levels. However, social media tools are not the main or the only actors
who perform connectivity. Many artifacts—technological or otherwise, fixed or
mobile, traditional or contemporary, digital or analog, permanent or temporal—can
connect people, communicate messages, disseminate narratives and symbols, and, in
turn, multiply the networks of social movement. To illustrate, in the following paragraphs, I chronicle some exemplary nonhuman routers, namely, satellite television
network, mosques, churches, coffee houses, taxis, and post-it-notes.
Regional router and contagion effects. From January to February 2011, the protests
spread like wildfire from Tunisia to Egypt and almost every Arab country. A contagion
effect that was evident in the emerging Arab world protests of 2011 cannot be separated from the role of Al Jazeera. Spatial contagion of protests essentially relies on
information transmission, and thus, media and communication networks are vital to
this process. Al Jazeera, a Qatar-based satellite established in 1996, worked closely
with locally based journalists, correspondents, and information. By so doing,
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it established the practice of networked journalism, which is “journalism that sees
publics acting as creators, investigators, reactors, (re)makers, and (re)distributors of
news and where all variety of media, amateurs and professional, corporate and independent products and interests intersect at a new level” (Russell, 2011, p. 1238). Al
Jazeera thus became the regional router that was vital to the dissemination of information in repressive media landscapes of the MENA. Along with other regional media,
such as Al-Arabiya and BBC Arabic Television, as well as social media networks, Al
Jazeera also contributed to the contagion effect in the region.
Cultural/religious routers. In Tunisia, Egypt, Hong Kong, and Malaysia, traditional cultural and religious spaces continued to be places where imaginaries were cultivated,
connections were made, collectivities were formed, and resistance were collectivized
and sustained. In Tunisia, Egypt, and Malaysia, mosques—and Coptic churches in
Egypt—were among the most important routers of the movements. They were both
places where protesters could gather and pray prior to and during the protests and as
sites for the provision of logistics. Some mosques, such as the Omar Makram Mosque
in the southwestern corner of Tahir Square, were transformed into emergency hospitals where injured protesters were treated. These mosques continued to connect people
to other people, resistance to others’ resistance, and movements to other movements.
Christianity was central to the Occupy Central Hong Kong movement. Notably,
Christianity inspired the use of words “love and peace” in the name of the movements’
organizer, Occupy Central Hong Kong with Love and Peace (OCHKLP). The movement itself had Protestant leaders—including Benny Tai, Joshua Wong, and the
Reverend Chu Yiu Ming, the minister of the Chai Wan Baptist Church—who were
joined by Catholic leaders such as Cardinal Joseph Zen Ze-kiun. The strong involvement of churches in the movement was unsurprising. Churches were utilized as the
sites for deliberations prior to the 2014 Occupy Central protests (B. Tai, personal communication, August 4, 2015). During the protests, pastors and leaders made their
churches available for prayer and as sites for the provision of food, water, and rest (Ng
& Fulda, 2017).
Urban routers. In cities such as Cairo and Kuala Lumpur, social movements must navigate around the mesh of translocal urban networks that revolve around the combination of fixation and mobility. For example, two distinct social spaces in Cairo represent
fixed and mobile urban routers. They are nodes that connect people and groups to each
other and allow them easy access to information on urban protests (Lim, 2012). Cairo’s ahwas (ahwa is Arabic for coffee and coffee houses alike) represent fixed urban
routers. Cairo has thousands of ahwas, in all shapes and sizes. Just around the Tahrir
Square are more than a dozen coffee houses, including a chain coffee bar The Coffee
Bean and Tea Leaf and independent ones such as Café Mex, Nady Wady El Niel, Pottery Café, Costa Coffee, Beano’s, and Café Corniche. They served as social spaces,
fixed urban routers, where activists, students, and ordinary Egyptians mingle for
everyday conversations. In, from, and among these coffee houses, people spread
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political information, political jokes, daily rumors, and other forms of hidden transcripts to one another.
Cairo’s yellow taxis represent mobile urban routers. Taxi drivers always knew
where the students/activists would hold street protests both because they wanted to
avoid traffic jams and because they wanted more details about the protests as a way to
engage passengers in conversation. Waleed Rashed, one of the Tahrir protest organizers, claimed that on the route to the January 25 revolt, “taxi drivers were as important
as Facebook.” In spreading information about the revolt, he took advantage of the fact
that “taxi drivers couldn’t stop talking”:
Every time I was in a cab, I would call Ahmed on my cell phone and talk loudly about
planning a big protest in Tahrir Square for January 25th, because I knew that they couldn’t
stop themselves talking about what they’d overheard. Eventually, on January 23rd, a
cabbie asked if I’d heard about this big demonstration that was happening in two days.
(cited in Lim, 2012, p. 243)

Taxis and coffee houses serve as routers for networks of information flows not only in
Cairo but also in other cities, including Tunis, Kuala Lumpur, and Hong Kong. As
urban routers, taxis and coffee houses connect various social groups and networks.
The combination of these routers represents the fixed and the mobile modes of communications and information networks. From thousands of taxis, coffee shops, and
other urban routers, the message of movement are disseminated far and wide beyond
the initial group of protesters to society at large.
Ephemeral routers. Some routers emerge in a fleeting moment in a certain space and
time and then disappear. They are ephemeral and, as illustrated in the following examples from Hong Kong and Egypt, some materialize by necessity, others by creative
impulses.
Taking place in a highly techno-urban society, Occupy Central protests were heavily mediated by social media apps. In Hong Kong, where the vast majority of people
are online, social media platforms such as Facebook, Weibo (the China-based microblogging service), Twitter, and Instagram were extensively used during the actual protests. When rumors emerged that the police were planning to cut off the Internet
connection—which they never did—protesters moved to Firechat, an application that
uses a phone’s WiFi and Bluetooth capabilities to build a mesh network with other
phones. A mesh network is a decentralized network that connects devices to other
devices; anyone can become a node in the network anonymously as long as the person’s phone is within a 120 to 210 feet range to one of other nodes. The Internet was
never cut off, but in an anticipatory mode, Firechat became an ephemeral router that
occurred in a temporal moment of crisis. It became a router by forced necessity.
Similarly, in Egypt, the government decided to cut off nearly all access to the
Internet on January 26, 2011. Data traffic to and from Egypt saw a 90% drop, crippling
a main communications network used by protesters to organize and to spread their
message (Richtel, 2011). In this moment of crisis, a newly invented tool called Speak
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To Tweet or speak2tweet—a service developed by engineers at Google, Twitter, and
the voice messaging startup SayNow—emerged as an ephemeral router, enabling
Egyptians to tweet by calling a designated international telephone number and leaving
a voice message.
Despite being heavily mediated by digital communication technologies, protesters
of the Occupy Central still needed simple analog media, such as curated sticky notes,
as an ephemeral router to diffuse the message of resistance. In a simple but creative
collective undertaking, in October 2014, demonstrators wrote messages on sticky
notes hang on walls and stairs outside the Central Government Offices in Admiralty,
Hong Kong to invite passerby to stop, read, and, hopefully, participate in the movement. Indeed, the curated wall of sticky notes is “more reflective of the word, the
voice, a multiplicity of voices—more painstaking and social in the old fashioned way”
(Bagnewsnotes, 2014, para. 2). At the same time, these notes also reflect how a social
movement builds in successive iterations, forms layers, and organically expands.

Bodies and Human Routers
Grosz (1987) rightly observes that the human body is “a political object par excellence; its forms, capacities, behaviour, gestures, movements, potential are primary
objects of political contestation” (p. 3). While social media, cellphones, satellite television, and other communications tool are important, the most essential and central
medium for contemporary social movements is the human body. It is the vital nexus of
online and offline, between physical struggles and digital communication, connecting
spaces of flows and spaces of places. Human bodies are brokers, bridges, boundary
spanners, liaisons, and more. The human body is the most significant and, yet, fragile
router. It voices, moves, dissents, and, yet, can be burned, dead, and decayed.
Burning bodies. The images of Mohamed Bouazizi’s burning body were possibly the
most disseminated images from the Arab uprisings. These dramatic images were presented to morally shock the public and evoke their emotions. They gave the “first and
lasting visual impression of the story and elevated a local event to a larger spectacle”
(Lim, 2013, p. 927). In The Naked Blogger of Cairo, Marwan Kraidy (2016) has drawn
attention to the role of the body in MENA uprisings. Kraidy argued that the human
body had animated Arab uprisings a century ago and it was still indispensable from
recent Arab activism. Bodies in “naked” action—the self-immolated body of Mohamed
Bouazizi, the body of tortured-to-death Khaled Said, and Aliaa Elmahdy’s naked
body—refract various kinds of repression and resistance (Kraidy, 2016). Elmahdy, an
Egyptian activist, posted a nude photo of herself in her blog “Rebel’s Diary” in October 2011 to protest Egypt’s limitations on free speech. Describing herself as “secular,
liberal, feminist, vegetarian, individualist Egyptian” in her Twitter account @aliaaelmahdy, in 2013 Elmahdy sought a political asylum in Sweden after being kidnapped,
receiving a death threat, and escaping a rape attempt.
The burning bodies—a term I use to include bodies whose actions are radical or
who are in extreme conditions, even when they are not burned—are radical human
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routers who not only connect people to each other but, like fire, can potentially spread
the resistance to manifold, expansive networks. During the Malaysian Bersih 2.0 protests, one of the most viral images was the picture of an elderly woman, drenched in
rain and chemical-laced water, walking away from riot police while clutching on to a
long-stemmed flower and a near-empty mineral water bottle. The frail, aging body of
65-year-old Annie Ooi Siew Lan, who is nicknamed “Aunty Bersih” and called
“Malaysia’s Lady of Liberty,” is a burning body that sparked resistance in the online
sphere of Malaysia, at home and globally. Beyond the uprisings, burning bodies continue to mark various junctures of social movements’ trajectories, even as protests
disappear from the streets. In Egypt, these are exemplified by the body of activist
Ahmed Douma, who is serving a life sentence for alleged clashes with security forces.
The same is true of the body of a prominent blogger Alaa Abdel-Fattah, who is serving
a 5-year sentence for organizing unauthorized protests, and ultimately, the body of
Shaimaa el-Sabbagh, who was shot dead in January 2015 in Tahrir Square while laying a wreath to commemorate those who had died 4 years before.
All of Kraidy’s (2016) “naked” bodies, as well as my examples of burning bodies,
represent radical, bold, and brazen actions in extreme conditions. Here, however, I
also call for recognizing other types of bodies whose actions and conditions are less
radical: they, too, still rely on bodies as the source and site of resistance. As illustrated
in the following examples, these bodies, too, are important human routers whose existence and actions greatly shape social movements they are part of.
Dissenting bodies. In modern society, bodies en masse consent to participate in political
rituals, allowing a political institution to subject, use, transform, and improve them as
it sees fit. Having rendered themselves politically impotent, these bodies, in Foucault’s
(1995) term, are docile. Protest is “intimately connected to corporeal realities whereby
the dissenting body disrupts—literally and figuratively—by presence and action”
(O’Keefe, 2012, p. 1). Dissenting bodies en masse—participating in marches, sit-ins,
strikes, and protests—are not docile. They are the opposite of Foucault’s docile bodies.
They turn an invisible resistance into a visual spectacle. They convert grievances into
a display of collective power. They concretize social movements’ claim-making.
The presence of dissenting bodies assembled in Tahrir Square of Cairo, Habib
Bourguiba Avenue of Tunis, Central of Hong Kong, and Independence Square of
Kuala Lumpur was essential in dramatizing grievances and performing collective
resistance. But they were also essential to connect social movements’ message, narrative, affect, and emotion to the larger public, tapping into the minds and hearts of
(recruitable) strangers.
Moving bodies. The events of Cairo show that moving bodies are important human
routers in urban settings where streets are crowded and encounters with strangers are
common.10 While the initial calls for protests were posted on social media, the protests
themselves began in a number of key mosques and churches. These sites were located
in densely populated working-class districts such as Shubra and El-Dakrour. While
marching toward the square, Egyptian on the streets waved their hands and urged
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Egyptians watching them from balconies and windows to join them. The connection
between moving bodies on the ground and other bodies on balconies led to more protesters (El-Ghobashy, 2011).
Moving bodies can also perform connectivity between urban and rural areas that, in
the case of Malaysia, also represented online and offline, technological and nontechnological spaces. The mobilization of Bersih movement took place mostly in urban
areas; a heavy utilization of social media in doing so just amplified the urban bias. To
reach out people in rural areas, Bersih activists initiated a Balik Kampung Bawa Berita
(bring the news back to your village) project. Balik kampung is an annual Islamic tradition among Malay Muslims during the Eid holiday, when Muslims return to the
village where their families—usually parents and grandparents—still live. The project
instructed those who were going back to the village to share Bersih-related information with their families and friends. The shared information could take the form of
offline soft copies saved on USB cards, hard copies, or CDs of blog postings, websites,
and YouTube videos (Lim, 2017a). The sharers, however, were human routers, moving
bodies who acted as liaisons between rural and urban communities.
Vocal bodies. Bodies need not always move to be rendered political and act as human
political routers for social movements. Anybody who speaks, yells, chants, or sings is
the vocal body who renders a body political by exercising the power of self-expression. In January 2011, this chant echoed at Habib Bourguiba Avenue in Tunis: Ashshaʻb yurīd isqāṭ an-niẓām! (The people wants to bring down the regime!). Soon, the
same chant reverberated at Tahrir Square and in the streets of Cairo, traveled to Bahrain, and resounded in protests across Yemen. The chant was also sprayed as graffiti on
the wall of Dera’a in southern Syria. Beyond the Arab streets and squares, during the
Arab uprisings, the chant also echoed in the union halls, newspaper offices, Internet
cafes, and private homes of Arabs. Abulof (2011) contended that the Arab uprisings
might not be “nominally qualified as real revolutions” as their impacts on political
systems, at that moment, remained to be seen. He argued that, as reflected in the slogan, “one revolution is real and clear: the [singular] people . . . (sha’ab) was born—a
collective, rather than a collection, of individuals, a whole greater than the sum of its
parts” (Abulof, 2011, para. 11).
The chanting bodies are political bodies. In chanting, they express their political
rights. Their vocal bodies are collectively producing one voice and noise to break the
silence and, at the same time, temporally silencing the dominant power that tries to
silent them. Bodies who chant, speak, or sing are human routers that can possibly span
the boundaries of social movements because their chants, speeches, or songs reverberate through the networks beyond their own physical locations. Once such chants,
speeches, or songs flow in the labyrinth of information networks, these become their
own routers. They even travel through time and are reproduced again and again by
vocal bodies of the future, such as exemplified by the vivacity of “Ash-shaʻb yurīd
isqāṭ an-niẓām!” (The people want to bring down the regime!). Years after the Arab
uprisings largely disappeared from the Arab streets, the hybrid network of communications and media keeps the chant alive. It has been played and replayed on YouTube,
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shared and reshared on Facebook, tweeted and retweeted on Twitter. It was echoed
back in the streets of Tunis 5 years after the 2011 uprisings. It has been spoken,
chanted, and sung again and again by vocal bodies of Arabs and non-Arabs globally,
to remind that the people still want to bring down the regime.
However, “agency is not always directly audible, overt, or spoken loud in clear and
unambiguous ways” (Ramzy, 2015, p. 652). Instead, as exemplified in the following
examples, sounds of withdrawal, silence, and sonic disengagement, too, can be considered political (Ramzy, 2015). On May 23, 2015, hundreds of people, largely
Egyptian-Canadians, gathered in Yonge-Dunda Square of Toronto. The silent bodies
stood out in contrast with the lack of quiet in the noisy streets of Toronto. Through
their silence, they loudly voiced their protest against the government of Egypt under
el-Sisi, in particular the unjust execution of young activists. A similar gesture, standing
in silence in protest against police brutality and on behalf of Khaled Said, was held
multiple times in Cairo and Alexandria prior to the Tahrir protests. One was carried out
quite dramatically by two Egyptian women in Alexandria on July 9, 2010. Two female
bodies surrounded by at least 50 male policemen voiced the resistance louder than any
sound can possibly make. They demonstrated that silenced bodies could still speak
against the repression. In silence, vocal bodies act and resist, beyond voice and noise.

Conclusion
“Why do the Tunisian youth demonstrate in the streets; don’t they have Facebook?” A
caricature published in a Jordanian newspaper posed this question shortly after President
Ben Ali was overthrown (Alexander, 2011). The answer is obvious. As discussed in this
monograph, social media space is not a replacement for physical space in the making of
contemporary social movements. Social movements occur, develop, and endure in and
alternate between both social media and physical spaces and networks. Fundamentally,
social movements are about power struggles. In the contemporary society, power is
multidimensional and is increasingly organized around networks. Naturally, then, social
movements exercise power by navigating through various networks of communications
and media. The role of social media in contemporary social movements, is, therefore,
not attached to its own inherent emancipatory power. Isolated from other networks of
communications and media, social media cannot make a revolution.
In this monograph, employing the metaphors of roots, routes, and routers, I
explored the complexity of communications and media as they are embedded in the
making and development of contemporary social movements. Beyond empirical contexts utilized in this monograph, my analytical frameworks—roots, roots, and routers—can be employed to analyze other contexts. They may contribute to a more
comprehensive, nuanced, deeper, and contextual analysis and understanding of the
complexity of contemporary social movements and the entanglement of communications and media in this complexity. Mapping a mosaic of factors contributing to the
uprisings showed that multiple roots—the combination of long-term enabling conditions, short-term causes, and immediate local triggers—were and will always be very
much part of most large protests happening globally. Social movements, as I said
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earlier, are not spontaneous endeavors. In the complex communications and media
landscape, only through discipline and structured organizing involving hard work
spanning time and space can activists create a social movement. This involves cultivating imaginaries in multiple spheres of origin and paving mobilization routes
involving multiple routers to finally usher it into the mass revolutionary moment.
Even when the mass mobilization reached its goal, such as in Tunisia, the revolution
continues and needs to be continued.
Social movements in Egypt, Tunisia, Malaysia, and Hong Kong, as well as many
other movements in other places, will continue to emerge, coalesce, struggle, evolve,
and eventually decline and fade away as have all social movements in the history of
humankind. Regardless which trajectory ensues, within the legacies of these movements people will continue to collectivize, engage with power, and struggle for change.
Hybrid human-communication-information networks that include social media or the
next generation of communication technology will remain part of this struggle. In this
hybrid milieu, the human body will always be the most essential and central
instrument.
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Notes
1. The Chief Executive (CE) office was created after Hong Kong’s return to China in 1997.
CE was to be elected by a 1200-member Election Committee, comprised largely of representatives of functional groups, with a strong bias in favor of the business and the Chinese
government and a small number of constituents.
2. Historian Paul Gilroy suggested that focusing on roots, which refer to authentic origins of
peoples and cultures, would obscure the routes through which various processes and practices evolve and identities shift, realign, and coalesce (Gilroy, 1993). While my interpretations of roots and routes differ than those of Gilroy, I am aware of, inspired, and influenced
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by his usage of the terms.
3. The dataset used in Part 1 was expanded from Carothers and Youngs’ (2015) dataset and
analysis, which covers 103 protests in 60 countries from May 2010 to August 2015. I combined their dataset with 2010-2013 data from the database of protests from the Initiative for
Policy Dialogue and Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung Working Paper (Ortiz et al., 2013). I added
more data that I collected online, namely, mass protests that happened in September to
December 2015, by filtering the search for protest-related news articles on Google within
an associated time range. In total, my dataset includes 152 large-scale national protests
(those involving more than 1,000 protesters and covered by mainstream media) occurring
in 77 countries. A different version of the analysis in this part is published as Lim, 2018.
4. While the Zapatista and the Battle of Seattle movements indeed operated on global and
transnational level, their activities and actions were also anchored in local settings. The
locality is especially salient in the Zapatista case, where most social actions were carried out
in local communities, many of which lack running water and electricity (Khasnabish, 2013).
5. Founded in 2006, Hindraf is a coalition of 48 Indian nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) committed to fight for equality of rights as citizens for Indian and Hindu community in Malaysia (Pandi, 2014).
6. The New Islamists include Islamic scholars, lawyers, journalists, and other prominent
members of Egypt’s society who shared a moderate centrist and reform Islamic mainstream vision, as embodied by the New Wasaat Party (Monshipouri, 2016). New Islamism
in Egypt was largely shaped by Islamists from within the Muslim Brotherhood who were
long disenchanted with its conservative leadership.
7. “Moral and National Education” is a school curriculum proposed by the Education Bureau of
Hong Kong to strengthen national identity awareness and nurture patriotism toward China.
It has drawn public opposition: many view it as Chinese Community Party propaganda.
8. In the past, this involved obtaining physical copies of newspapers, coding and measurement by hand, and manually inputting measurements into a spreadsheet or database, followed by calculation, analysis, and visualization. PageOneX automates some of these
steps, simplifies others, and enables teams of investigators to conduct in shared newspaper
front page analysis online (Costanza-Chock & Rey-Mazón, 2016).
9. Three months earlier, a massive July 1 rally in Hong Kong did not make it to headlines of
these news media at all, except a very short article in the bottom of the front-page of The
New York Times on July 2, 2014.
10. Here, it is important to note that crowd behaviors are complex and the anonymity of the
crowds can provoke aggression and/or violence. Normally peaceful protests attract far
more peaceful protestors than those who would stir up trouble. Mass sexual assaults that
happened in Tahrir Square upon the fall of Mubarak in 2011 should not be seen merely
as the result of the anonymity of crowd or anomaly of crowd behaviors during protests.
Mass sexual assault has played a controversial role in Egyptian politics since May 2005,
when security forces used it during a public protest in Tahrir as a weapon against female
protesters (Slackman, 2005). Since then, it became a feature of many public festivities. In
its report on the sexual assaults in Tahrir Square, Nazra for Feminist Studies (2013) states,
A general attitude of sexual entitlement prevails, that is, a belief that the bodies of women
present in the context of demonstrations are safe territories for sexual attacks underlies
nearly all testimonies. With testimonies that speak of hundreds of hands persistently raping women, with hundreds more watching the brutal attacks, some while even smiling, it
becomes clear that we are faced with an overwhelming challenge, namely a state and a
society that have internalized sexual violence against women as the law of the land. (p. 8)
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Introduction
Research on the relationships between social movements and digital communication
technologies has grown exponentially in the last few years, following episodes of
increasingly intense contention around the globe. This inquiry has produced not only
several valuable and illuminating insights but also many superficial and flawed
accounts of the role of (digital) technology within contemporary protests. In this commentary, I will tackle some of the key points raised by Lim’s monograph. I start by
addressing her claim that the Internet has become more “local” in contemporary movements. Then, I provide a socioeconomic excursus on the crisis of the middle class
under financial capitalism that can integrate her reflections on the propelling role of
middle classes in recent contentious episodes. To escape the enchantment of technological novelty, I also address the need to examine the historical communicative conditions of movements. I reflect on the radical media imagination, media imaginaries, and
the sublime of digital activism. Next, I focus on multidimensionality of media hybridity within contemporary movements. I conclude by offering my perspective on the
emergence of a new digital grammar of protest and on the enduring role of precarious
bodies in the space of appearance.
These reflections can help clarify some of the most common misconceptions around
the media/movement dynamic; at the same time, they shed additional light on the most
promising paths of inquiry that have unfolded within this fascinating research domain.
Before starting my commentary, I briefly describe the case studies I use to sustain my
arguments. The case studies that ground this commentary drawn on more than 10
years of research on the interrelations between social movements and digital media
technologies. They are introduced below in the order in which I researched them.

The Anomalous Wave
Launched in 2008 to fight the umpteenth neoliberal reform of the Italian education
system, the Onda Anomala (Anomalous Wave) student movement was defined by the
participation of Italian high school and university students, alongside young activists
and precarious workers protesting economic instability and precarious job conditions.
Anomalous Wave activists relied on various digital technologies to mobilize, coordinate and spread their messages. Although many commentators were quick to label the
Wave as a movement driven by social media, my PhD dissertation research found
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much more complex, multifaceted media ecology: Traditional mailing lists often were
their key communicative preference, and blogs, web radios and TVs, and social media
coexisted. Studying the Anomalous Wave movement led to an understanding of social
movements as complex and hybrid media ecologies, in contrast to a literature that,
charmed by the allure of technological novelty, tended to reduce the communicative
richness of movements to one single technological manifestation.

The Movement for Peace With Justice and Dignity
I moved to Mexico in 2011 to investigate various Mexican movements and activist
collectives. In early 2011, the son of Mexican poet Javier Sicilia was killed by people
related to the narco-trafficking business. Soon after his son’s death, Sicilia publicly
expressed his suffering, and blamed the so-called “war on drugs” initiated in 2006 by
President Felipe Calderón for the unstoppable spiral of violence and brutality that
Calderón’s militarized and highly confrontational internal strategy had unleashed in
Mexico. Sicilia called upon the citizenry to unite to end the bloodshed, and to demand
peace with justice and dignity. Since that moment, thousands of people throughout
Mexico and a number of national as well as international organizations responded to
his call, giving birth to the Movement for Peace with Justice and Dignity. Through a
blend of traditional and digital tactics, the movement was able to counter the official
discourse of the Mexican government, rendering the victims of Mexico’s escalation of
violence significantly more visible.

The #YoSoy132 Movement
The movement #YoSoy132 emerged in 2012 during the Mexican federal elections
process. On May 11, 2012, several students confronted Enrique Peña Nieto of the
Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI)—now the president of Mexico—when he
arrived at the Universidad Iberoamericana in Mexico City to give a speech. The triggers that led students to organize were subsequent statements by some PRI politicians
that described them as thugs, and denied their university affiliation. In addition, some
Mexican television and print news stories portrayed the protest as a boycott organized
by the Mexican Left led by Andrés Manuel López Obrador of the Party of the
Democratic Revolution (PRD). Facing this manipulative media coverage, 131 university students published a video on YouTube showing their credentials of the University
to criticize the politicians and the media who had accused them of being nothing more
than criminals maneuvered by the PRD Party, and not affiliated with the Universidad
Iberoamericana.
The phrase “131 Students from Ibero” quickly became a trending topic on Twitter
in Mexico and worldwide. Other people began to join the protest, showing their support for the 131 students of the YouTube video, proclaiming, “I’m one more of you,”
“I’m student number 132.” This inspired the creation of the Twitter hashtag #YoSoy132,
which later went on to define the entire movement.
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From its emergence of the movement with the posting of the video, the central
concern of #YoSoy132 has been the democratization of the Mexican media. This concern is understandable considering that two media giants (Televisa and TV Azteca)
dominate 99% of Mexico’s audience and advertising market. In particular, the
#YoSoy132 movement criticized the dangerous interconnections between Mexican
media and politics as the central obstacle to informing the citizenry. To fight against
the concentrated Mexican media system, the movement unleashed the full potential of
social media. However, in contrast to a celebratory literature that enthusiastically
praised the virtues of supposedly revolutionary digital platforms, my research shows
the arduous communicative journey of a movement that was plagued by both multiple
internal organizational conflicts and by government’s continuous efforts to control,
monitor, and censor activist activities.

The Five Star Movement (5SM)
The 5SM emerged in 2007 around two controversial figures: the Italian comedian
Beppe Grillo and digital media strategist Gianroberto Casaleggio. It is now one of the
most important parties of the Italian political landscape. The huge success of the 5SM
fundamentally depended on a new form of political campaigning that effectively
merged the savvy use of several digital technologies with offline activities and public
demonstrations. The rapid growth in the social and political influence of the 5SM cannot be understood without considering the profound technological utopianism that
characterizes Grillo and Casaleggio’s ideas, and their professed faith in the revolutionary potentials of new communication technologies.
The technological discourse of the 5SM re-elaborates numerous cyber-libertarian
myths applied to digital media: newness, supersession, collective intelligence, transparency, spontaneity, horizontality, and leaderlessness. But the movement’s political
practices stand in dramatic contrast with the ideals professed by its leaders. For
instance, the frequent and unilateral decisions by Grillo and Casaleggio to evict party
members who criticize some aspects of the 5SM contrast with the supposed horizontality of the party’s decision-making processes. Moreover, the opaque algorithmic
functioning of many 5SM’s digital tools, which have been shown to operate through
systematic censorship of dissident voices online, raises serious questions regarding the
dangerous relation between the sublime of digital activism and the legitimization of
authoritarian and undemocratic political actions.
In July 2015, the movement launched “Rousseau,” a decision-making platform that
incorporates various tools such as online voting, commenting and sharing of law proposals, fundraising, and e-learning. Lorenzo Mosca and Marco Deseriis, among other
scholars, underline several technical issues, problems in relation to transparency and
control, and risks of manipulation of the platform. In particular, in a 2017 article titled
“Direct Parliamentarianism: An Analysis of the Political Values Embedded in
Rousseau, the ‘Operating System’ of the Five Star Movement,” Deseriis argues that
Rousseau’s architecture prevents opportunities for mutually horizontal interaction of
users, allowing only vertical interactions between users and their representatives. As
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he points out, the platform paradoxically supports a type of direct parliamentarianism
that blends two contradictory versions of democracy. On one hand, it extends to the
digital realm the traditional mechanisms of the Parliament within liberal democracies.
On the other hand, it seems to implement procedures that are more typical of a direct
democracy model.

The Spanish Indignados/15M Movement
In 2015, I returned to Europe to study the media practices of anti-austerity movements
in Spain, Italy and Greece. Here, I will focus on the Indignados movement that
emerged in 2011 in Spain. This movement was able to develop extremely sophisticated forms of digital political action, appropriating a wide ecology of digital communication technologies for effective organization, mobilization, content diffusion,
collective identity creation, and maintenance. More importantly, it has represented an
extraordinary pole of technological experimentation and innovation that has contributed to reconfigure democratic practices in the Spanish context.

A More Local Internet?
Although various nuances and contextual articulations should be taken into account,
Lim is right that current movements have become somewhat more local since the
1980s and the 1990s. The Mexican movements I have studied have addressed related
to Mexican social and political concerns and issues, such as extreme violence and corruption in relation to drug trafficking on one side (The Movement for Peace with
Justice and Dignity), and media concentration, propaganda and lack of pluralism on
the other (The #YoSoy132 Movement). Obviously, these issues are far from being
unique to Mexican politics and society. Nevertheless, the movements and collectives
addressing them, and their concomitant use of digital media technologies have been
especially grounded at the local level. Of course, international connections and global
articulations existed, but at least compared with the Zapatistas, after two decades, uses
of the Internet have somehow become more local.
The Zapatistas’ power lay precisely in their ability to maintain a sophisticated,
powerful balance between the local and the global levels, a capacity to act locally and
nationally yet at the same time always to resonate globally, transnationally. They managed to speak simultaneously a double language. In contrast, for instance, the recent
#YoSoy132 student movement was not able to make its claims and grievances resonate beyond Mexico, or to grow beyond the electoral momentum. This was due to
various factors: the inability to create a strong narrative that could mobilize different
sectors of the Mexican population; the Mexican state’s violence and repression; the
enormous and fragmented Mexican territory, where inefficient transport infrastructures generate difficulties in establishing physical connections among diverse social
movement organizations. Hence, activists developed a “digital media grammar” that
dealt with grievances and issues that resonated particularly at the national context, but
only tangentially at the global level.
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Although deeply rooted in their local and national culture, history, and struggles,
however, social movements in Mexico are still profoundly global insofar as their challenges and successes are full of lessons for those who, in Mexico and around the
world, build innovative emancipatory paths in their own countries and communities.
This is particularly true for movements that fight against extractivism (the process of
extracting natural resources from the Earth to sell on the world market) and whose
struggles are related to the protection of the environment, natural resources, and cultural traditions against the inequalities of neoliberal capitalism.

The Crisis of the Middle Class Under Financial Capitalism
Responding to Lim’s analysis of the role of the middle class in recent uprisings requires
a brief socioeconomic excursus. As various economists have underlined, financial capitalism has mutated the bases of work on a global scale. Multinationals have decentralized in search for the cheapest labor to produce products to sell, preferably in northern
countries where purchasing power is still high. This has blunted the “dream” of Western
welfare states of full employment. Indeed, some authors consider it more meaningful to
speak of “employability” as sporadic and unstable jobs, rather than “employment” in
itself. This has generated new industrialization processes in the Global South, occupying
millions of people at very low wages. In addition, there is the economic growth of
diverse emerging countries and the concomitant economic collapse of Western countries. Although in the former a growing middle class has been consolidated, in the second
group of countries the middle class has entered an enormous crisis. However, the realities of both the emerging and descending middle class largely involve a dynamic of
indebtedness to large financial institutions that is encouraged by the banks themselves
and even by the political class. This mirage of the middle class is already a nightmare in
Spain, Italy, and elsewhere in Southern Europe, where the process of impoverishment
and dispossession is accelerated; but it has also hit Brazil and Turkey, where purchasing
power is based on credit, with all the volatility and uncertainty that this fact entails.
This explanatory framework regarding the basis of work in the context of capitalist
globalization, and the construction or collapse of middle classes is essential for understanding participants in many of the recent protests. All of them share certain aspects:
they are young, suffering from very precarious working conditions, facing a vital situation of great uncertainty, and generally living in urban spaces. Of course, the debate
about the middle class as essential to social change is not new. Rather, this is a recurrent question in the analysis of social movements; middle class people are more likely
to mobilize in new conflicts. The difference in this case is the severely precarious
conditions of that middle class, which in some contexts is under construction and in
others in decay. It involves the combination of demand for postmaterial values (traditionally attributed to the middle class, like the improvement of democracy) with
strictly material values, such as lack of opportunities, job insecurity, poverty, and
growing socioeconomic inequalities. Notably, some protests involved more than middle-class citizens. In Arab countries, numerous social strata participate, while in Brazil,
for example, the presence of people of the favelas has been significant. Nevertheless,
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the middle class has clearly been essential in the elaboration of the narratives of many
recent movements.

Enchanted by Novelty? The Significance of Historical
Communicative Conditions
I have often seen the dynamic between short-term and long-term causes that Lim
outlines in her monograph. That said, I would emphasize paying more attention to
the history of the communicative conditions that help shape the uses and practices
around media technologies when protest erupts and subsequently evolves. Charmed
by the technological fascination with the new, scholars tend to forget that protest
tactics that thrive around digital platforms are always the result of multiple preexisting factors, including struggles and continuous negotiations and adjustments
between institutions, governments, media corporations, and civil society actors.
Therefore, for example, when the #YoSoy132 emerged, its digital media practices
and imaginaries had been already molded by years of struggle for media justice and
media reform, by the lessons of the Zapatistas, by the Twitter protest of Internet
Necesario,1 and by the victories and defeats of journalists, bloggers, human rights
defenders, academics, and so on. In sum, by the complex and vibrant Mexican history of communicative resistance.
Another clear illustration of this is the Spanish 15M/Indignados movement that
emerged in 2011 in Spain. This movement has prompted a radical change of political
culture in contemporary Spain, paving the way for the electoral “revolution” of
Podemos and for the creation of other political manifestations in relevant Spanish
cities, such as Madrid and Barcelona. Yet for many digital activism researchers like
me, the 15M will always represent one of the most innovative movements in its use
of digital communication technologies for protest, mobilization, and social change.
A powerful synonym of digital protest and online activism, this movement managed
to develop extremely sophisticated forms of digital political action, appropriating
digital communication technologies for effective organization, mobilization, and
content diffusion. Moreover, it has represented an unprecedented pole of technological experimentation, embodying a powerful laboratory for innovation in practices of
political communication that is reconfiguring democracy itself and leading to sociocultural transformation. The Indignados were able to develop complex practices of
hybrid synchronization between online and offline activism, and appropriated a
wide ecology of digital media platforms to create and spread content, organize,
mobilize, and document protest. The digital activism of the 15M has been described
by some scholars and activists themselves as technopolitics, a multifaceted form of
communicative action that is a complex blend of technological knowledge and digital expertise used for radical political purposes with the technology itself envisaged
as a site of struggle.
To understand fully, technopolitics requires considering the recent history of protests, social movement processes, and repertoire of contention/communication of
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which the 15M movement represented the culmination and the refinement. Taking
advantage of the structural opportunities of the 2008 financial crisis, the Indignados
assimilated and perfected the “communicative inheritance” of its predecessors: the
Never Again mobilization in Galicia, the 13M connected multitudes, the Movement for
the Right to Housing, and so on. And finally, the Spanish digital freedom scene and the
Indignados movement have several connections and synergies. As the scholarship of
John Postill, Arnau Monterde, and Mayo Fuster Morell highlights, free and open culture activists played a significant role during all the phases of the 15M (in its conception, gestation, emergence, and evolution) and contributed to its genealogy in various
ways: in relation to its composition, demands, frame, and its organizational logic.
These communicative histories of resistance shape dynamically and dialectically
the media practices that social movements develop. So even if we cannot foresee the
exact structure these will undertake—because the array of contributing factors is
always, to some extent, unpredictable, and contingent—we can appreciate the ways
through which they relate to this historic lineage of challenges, constraints, and opportunities. This aspect represents an essential antidote to the fascination with technological novelty that still characterizes our field.

Radical Media Imagination and the Sublime of Digital
Activism
Below, I first tackle the issues of spontaneity and leaderlessness, and then address
issues of the sublime of digital activism and the “places of imagination.”
I argue that spontaneity has become an ideology that is attached to recent mobilizations with particular reference to communication technologies and social media. As
with horizontality and leaderlessness, these labels often gain traction because they are
easily referable to diverse contexts without doing the hard work of investigating
which kind of practices are actually at play. You automatically attach horizontality or
spontaneity to a movement and your research is complete. There is no nuance, no
need to elaborate. The hard work consists instead in investigating the challenges that
activists must face to organize and practice horizontality in their decision-making
processes, to scrutinize what is genuinely spontaneous and what has been prepared
for months and is the result of complex submerged networks interacting together. The
issue, however, is that to examine this slow, submerged work of preparation and gestation, we must overcome what the Italian sociologist Alberto Melucci, already in
1988, called “the myopia of the visible,” the tendency to look only at the more visible
manifestations of protest movements’ political action, but neglecting their everyday
practices.
Paolo Gerbaudo demonstrated in a 2017 article the existence of social media teams
in the Occupy and Indignados movements. The hierarchical dynamics of these teams
strongly contrast with the dominant assertions about the leaderless, spontaneous character of contemporary digital movements. I found something similar with the
Anomalous Wave, the #YoSoy132 movement, and the Indignados: as the role of digital communication within these movements becomes increasingly important for their
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organization and identity, so does the discrepancy between the growing power exerted
by media activists, and the dogmatic adherence to techno-libertarian values of horizontality, inclusiveness, and leaderlessness that activists profess.
I appreciate how Lim has applied the concept of the radical imagination from Alex
Khasnabish and Max Haiven’s 2012 article “Convoking the Radical Imagination.”
Social movement and communication researchers should indeed study the material
and symbolic dimension of media technologies and their imbrications, to explore
movements as sites where the radical imagination can originate, thrive, and spread.
Although media imaginaries are largely disregarded in research on media activism,
these are worth studying because they reveal how digital protest media platforms operate as sites for the realization of multiple political potentialities, values, desires, and
ideals. These media imaginaries are not separate or ephemeral realities, but have material consequences for political practice. The ways in which digital technologies are
imagined, including how specific perceived meanings, values, capabilities, and ideologies are ascribed to them, shape the practices developed to engage with them, and can
therefore configure different typologies of activist practices. Conceiving social movements as convocations of the radical imagination, as Khasnabish and Haiven do,
allows us to look at them as privileged loci for the exploration of what Vincent Mosco,
in 2004, called the “digital sublime,” providing a window into the crucial myths of
contemporary communication technologies. Thus, contemporary political movements
represent fascinating environments for the study of the social and political consequences of media imaginaries, and their democratic or authoritarian implications.
But radical imagination can also be overtly manipulated. Italy’s 5SM is particularly illustrative of the dangerous cleavage and clash between a digital utopian imagination and poor political practices. The digital rhetoric of leaderlessness,
horizontality, and participation has been frequently translated into political practices
that ultimately legitimized authoritarianism and populism and reinforced its leaders’
power. The movement has relied on a plethora of digital myths, ingeniously combining digital fetishism with cyber-libertarianism to conceal their authoritarian practices, especially with reference to the construction of Beppe Grillo as a political
leader, the ambiguous management practices of the blog, and hence the political
culture of the movement in general. The contradictory and perilous relationship
between techno-utopian discourse and political practice within the 5SM is testament
to the problematic effects of techno-utopianism on social organization and democracy. Technological rhetorics—and especially digital utopian discourses—have real
consequences. They can be effectively deployed at the political level to legitimize
centralized and authoritarian practices.
In 2008, the Anomalous Wave movement predated other global protest movements
in exposing the deleterious consequences of the financial crisis. Yet in 2011, a significant and unified movement did not emerge in Italy. The 5SM was able to catalyze the
energies of (digital) activism in Italy, colonizing its technological imagination, and
defusing the digital power of social movements precisely in a period where grassroots
rebellions were flourishing around the world. This factor also explains (together with
other historical, social, political, and cultural specificities) the striking difference
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between, for instance, the developments of digital activism in Spain and in Italy.
Furthermore, this clearly shows the potential implications of investigating the radical
imagination in relation to media technologies. We should be aware of the inherent
risks of deploying digital utopian imaginaries given their connection to the development of antidemocratic practices.

Media Hybridity Within Contemporary Movements
The need to overcome a reductionist, single-medium approach has infused various
strands of recent research at the intersection of media and political participation. The
resulting multifaceted multidisciplinary approach explores the combinations and the
competition between older and newer media, to better explain contemporary dynamics
of political participation. Political communication scholarship has somehow converged with media scholarship in aiming to overcome a reductive focus on single
media logics or technologies. This hybrid research considers the implications of the
dynamic interrelations among actors, practices, and manifold media platforms. The
field is thus gradually moving beyond traditional concepts such as David Altheide and
Robert Snow’s “media logic”; their 1979 book argued that a single dominant media
logic influenced political news-making. In her 2016 book, for instance, Adrienne
Russell advocates moving from logics to sensibilities and sidestepping the media logic
concept in favor of hybridity, openness, and unexpectedness.
One highly influential theory within this “hybrid turn” comes from Andrew
Chadwick’s book The Hybrid Media System (revised in 2017). Advocating a holistic
approach to the role of communication and information in politics, Chadwick urges us
to examine the interactions between older and newer media logics, and to pay attention
to flux, in-betweenness, and the liminal. Chadwick deploys an “ontology of hybridity”
that convincingly illustrates that media history has always involved the selective
recombination of the antecedent media’s characteristics. In his approach, older, newer,
and renewed media are articulated as systems of competition and interdependence
among individuals and collective actors who mobilize different logics to exercise
power. Unlike Altheide and Snow, Chadwick does not conceive media logic in terms
of a hegemonic force, but as a force that different media, political actors, and publics
cocreate.
Meanwhile, some scholars have started to rely on the ecological trope to study the
dynamic between movements and communication technology. As I explained in a
2012 article in the International Journal of Communication and a 2016 article in
Information, Communication & Society, this line of research is still scattered and lacks
systematization. Nevertheless, it is animated by the same dissatisfaction with monocausal communicative explanations, and the same urge to provide holistic explorations
that drive the hybrid research agenda. Lim’s reflections on Tunisia perfectly reflect the
intersection between these two emerging approaches, and align with my application of
an ecological vision of the relations between online and offline actions, the multiple
combination of media, older and newer, and their diachronic unfolding over time.
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Social movements and media practices are sociocultural processes, so their coevolution at different stages of protest deserves attention.
A hybrid/ecological approach tends to discover unexpected findings. Among the
unexpected findings of my research, for example, is the enduring importance of email
and its reconfiguration within a complex media ecology characterized by communicative abundance. For most organizations and collectives, email is still the most powerful communicative resource: versatile, dynamic, easy to use, popular, and already—well
before the emergence of social media platforms—profoundly “social.” Furthermore,
especially in some contexts, instant messaging platforms as WhatsApp, and Telegram
are much more used and important than Facebook and Twitter. Yet, perhaps because it
is harder to appreciate practices of internal communication, their relevance is not sufficiently elaborated. Many studies harness thousands, millions of social media posts,
without attending to the complex inner dynamics of movements that greatly exceed
social media. What is fascinating is figuring out the reasons and the negotiations
behind the media choices, and the new role that specific media technologies acquire or
lose due to the increasing complexity of the media ecology. Exploring the various
economic, cultural, social factors that drive and constrain their media choices for protest and mobilization is key.

Types of Media Hybridity
The movements I have studied suggest five types of media hybridity:
•• Online/offline: Many recent movements’ actions are able to make a difference
precisely because they effectively use digital technologies to organize protest
actions offline. For instance, the so-called technopolitics of the Indignados posits a deep, symbiotic relationship between the digital and the physical, to the
point where online actions that lack a direct offline counterpart are considered
merely irrelevant vestiges of old types of cyber-activism.
•• Old/new: Practices of current protest movements incessantly blend old and new
media, including older digital technologies, such as online forums and emails,
but also more traditional media such as radios and televisions. Unless, for some
specific reasons, we want to restrict our analytical gaze to the latest available
technology, our analyses should focus precisely on the various interactions
within this important protest media ecology.
•• Internal/external: The boundaries between technologies used for external or
internal communication are often porous, but the media practices of current
social movements often incorporate continuous interaction between internal
communication dynamics (e.g., through Messenger or WhatsApp) and external
communication dynamics (e.g., through the Twitter and Facebook feeds).
Missing this point means losing important insights into the communicative
power of today’s protest movements.
•• Corporate/alternative: Contemporary activism is mostly carried out on corporate social media platforms such as Facebook and YouTube, but movements
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have not given up on building their own autonomous infrastructures and radical/alternative platforms. Studying the coexistence of the appropriation of corporate social media and the concomitant adoption of alternative digital
technologies is thus imperative.
•• Human/nonhuman: This type of hybridity is not new, but its importance has
intensified because of sophisticated computational tactics that rely on the control of algorithms and social bots for either repression or resistance. These new
strategies have reignited the debate on the agency and the relevance of nonhuman actors within contemporary protest.

A New Digital Grammar of Protest, Precarious Bodies,
and the Space of Appearance
As Lim points out, activists simplify complex narrative of injustice into sound bites,
images, and memes all the time. A few years ago, the Autonomous University of Mexico
City organized an incredible exhibition of activists’ posters of the #YoSoy132 movement. This exhibit showed how many of the movement’s fantastic visual production
condensed and communicated a complex narrative in just a few iconic traits. For example, one displayed the Twitter bird on top of a barbed wire. The caption read, “Hope
Will Always Be More Powerful than Fear.” This widely shared image fueled an imaginary of freedom associated with social networks. But, in building on the neat opposition
between fear and hope it also communicated the message about bypassing the propaganda of mainstream bias and fighting repression and constraints on freedom.
Many of icons and memes are also shared in internal social movement communication to reinforce group belonging, showing a shared common code. Furthermore, selfmockery with comrades through puns, jokes, and satire exchanged across Facebook
groups and mailing lists often help to relieve stress among activists, and lower the
intensity of protest. Hence, memes, digital icons, sound bites, and so on, are important
within both the external and internal communication spaces of protest movements,
especially in connection to the nurturing, maintenance, and reinforcement of their collective identities overtime.
Again, for many contemporary movements the power of digital media is precisely
its ability to get people offline. Activists use digital media to help coordinate demonstrations and rallies. They deploy apps to avoid dangerous areas, safely communicate
with comrades and so on. Interestingly, I have often found a continuous interconnection between activists on the streets and activists at home: Both actively use media and
communication technologies, but with the different affordances that their diverse situations allow. Activists in the streets favor rapid on-the-go, mobile technologies.
Activists at home can enjoy a safer, calmer environment by relying on home computers and laptops with more powerful bandwidth and a better bird’s eye view of the situation. Notably, the purpose of many online activities is simply to generate other online
activities, not to spur offline interventions, not to get people in the streets. Hence, the
online/offline interplay that lies at the center of many contemporary mobilizations
does not account for all the new practices of activism. This does not mean that the ones
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that are not aimed at getting people in the streets are useless forms of slacktivism.
Rather, a wide and varied repertoire of communication should be recognized.
Sometimes activists try to insert the media tactics of one social movement into
another context, but this does not always work. Contagion attempts sometimes fail.
For instance, attempts during the Italian protests in 2011 to apply the Indignados frame
failed due to Italy’s extreme fragmentation and parochialism. This illustrates the pivotal role of social movement protest cultures: Some resist innovation, reject practices
that lie outside their traditional modus operandi or that shake too much the organizational foundations or the activists’ ideological underpinnings. Growing skepticism in
Italy regarding the political effectiveness of new media technologies—especially
social media—has frequently produced a fragmented activist sphere online that reflects
the organizational divisions of these collectives on the ground.
Emiliano Treré
Cardiff University, Wales, UK
Note
1.

Internet Necesario (Necessary Internet) was a protest based in micro-blogging. Launched
in late 2009, its purpose was to inform people about the government’s proposal to impose
new taxes on telecoms services such as internet and cell-phone subscriptions, and payTV. Alejandro Pisanty, who represented the Internet Society in Mexico (an international
nongovernmental organization [NGO], promoting internet deployment) used Twitter to
criticize the government initiative and creating the hashtag #Internetnecesario. The first
message was sent in the morning of October 19, 2009, and by midnight a total of 100,000
tweets had been generated. About 12,000 people spread the news and within a few hours,
an unprecedented online protest took shape. Two days later, mainstream media picked up
the story, publishing interviews and reports about the campaign. The protest forced the
Mexican Congress to organize a hearing with NGOs and academics to discuss the situation; in the end, the government’s proposal was not approved.
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The Movement
According to a 2011 study done by the United Nations Development Program, 52% of
the land in Colombia is in the hands of 1.15% of the population while 10% of the land
is shared by 78% of the population (http://www.co.undp.org/content/dam/colombia/
docs/DesarrolloHumano/undp-co-resumen_ejecutivo_indh2011-2011.pdf).
According to the same study, only 4.9 million hectares of rural land are dedicated to
growing crops—typically in the form of small landholdings, while 39.2 million are in
the hands of large cattle estates. These figures express well Colombia’s high levels of
inequity in land distribution and a history of economic policy that privileges large
agro-industries (i.e., cattle, oil palm)—what in Colombia is known as “el problema de
la tierra” [“Colombia’s land issue”]. The country’s Gini index of .85 confirms the
structural inequity central to the land issue.
In 2013, thousands of small farmers mobilized. They took to the country’s highways and marched, demanding that the government address several issues caused by
such structural inequity. The farmers’ six demands included policies to counter the
negative impact of free trade agreements on Colombia’s small farming economy, land
tenure and redistribution policies that would help reduce the concentration of land,
state recognition of small farming economies, policies to integrate artisanal mining
communities into a reasonable economic model, immediate adoption of the Declaration
on the Rights of Peasants and other People Working in Rural Areas adopted by the
United Nations in 2013, and substantial state investment in infrastructure and services
for rural areas (roads, education, health, utilities, and housing). Broadly defined, the
uprising was a response to a state that privileges agro-industries and economic policies
that liberalized imports/exports with a series of free trade agreements that eroded the
small farming economy. Colombia signed free trade agreements with Argentina,
Brazil, and Uruguay (MERCOSUR, in 2005); Mexico (2009); Canada (2009); the
United States (2011); the European Union (2012); and Korea (2016).
Mobilized farmers occupied the highways in massive protest marches that threatened to paralyze the country’s main roads and most economic activity. They came
from all directions toward the central capital of Bogotá. Known as Paro Agrario
[Agrarian Strike]; this mobilization spiraled into one of the largest and most robust
social movements Colombia has seen in the last 50 years. In this commentary, and in
dialogue with Lim’s Roots, Routes, Routers: Communications and Media of
Contemporary Social Movements, we analyze Colombia’s paro agrario and its use of
media and communication. Having conducted fieldwork and interviews since 2013 in
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the Magdalena Medio region, the scope of our analysis is limited to how the paro
agrario unfolded in this specific region. The Magdalena Medio area is located in the
center of the country, in the Magdalena river valley. The region comprises 30,000
square kilometers, 32 municipalities, and almost one million people. Magdalena
Medio is known for its natural resources, legendary labor movements, and intense
armed conflict. It is the birthplace of extreme right paramilitary militias and also of the
Ejército de Liberación Nacional (ELN) [National Liberation Army], Colombia’s second largest guerrilla organizations.

Historical Context, Spheres of Origin, and Places of
Imagination
In Magdalena Medio, three very different organizations led the participation in the
paro agrario. First, in San Vicente de Chucurí, the mobilization’s main protagonist
was the cacao farmers’ association, Movimiento Cacaotero Campesino (MCC). Local
cacao farmers protested the government’s participation in free trade agreements that
negatively affected small cacao producers by flooding the Colombian market with
cheap cacao products. At the same time, the prices of imported farming supplies, such
as fertilizers and pesticides, kept rising.
This movement finds its sphere of origin in the legendary peasant mobilizations of
the 1970s, led by Asociación Nacional de Usuarios Campesinos (ANUC), a grassroots
national farmers’ organization, and at some points supported by the Fuerzas Armadas
Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC) [Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia]
and ELN guerrillas. What is exceptional about the farmers’ marches of 2013 is that
local cacao merchants joined the protests. This is exceptional, because historically,
farmers have sympathized with leftist organizations and movements, while merchants
are known to support, and in many cases, join extreme rightwing paramilitary groups.
In 2012 and 2013, it was well known that the San Vicente farmers’ movement that
joined the paro agrario included many protestors who were demobilized paramilitaries. Colombia has rarely seen this kind of convergence of historical enemies in one
social movement. The cacao mobilization also protested the lack of representation of
small cacao farmers in the Colombian Association of Cacao Producers; it accused the
association of representing the interests of cacao industrialists and chocolate producers over those of small farmers.
Another sector that led Magdalena Medio into the paro agrario was the Comisión
de Interlocución del Sur de Bolívar, Sur y Centro del Cesar (CISBSCC), a grassroots
organization formed mainly by artisanal and small-scale miners and farmers. Their
demands are centered on the recent model adopted by the Colombian government
that privileges transnational extractive industries at the expense of small-scale mining; 70% of the region has been ceded to multinational extractive companies. The
sphere of origin of CISBSCC is the activism and grassroots organizing of the
region’s artisanal and small-scale miners since the late 1990s. They define their
struggle as the defense of the rights of small-scale miners against an extractive economic model that privileges transnational corporations. In 2002, this region began to
suffer the expansion of armed groups, guerrillas, paramilitaries, and the army. In
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response, the small-scale miners formed the Asamblea Popular Constituyente de
Micoahumado [Popular Constitutional Assembly of Micoahumado] to protest the
intrusion of armed groups in their territory. The Constitutional Assembly’s main
goal was to defend the rights of local mining communities to maintain their sovereignty and autonomy from the intrusion of armed groups, and their right to remain
in the territory—a direct response to the forced displacement they were experiencing
at the hands of armed groups.
The third organization leading the Magdalena Medio mobilization was the
Asociación Campesina del Valle del Río Cimitarra (ACVC), a farmers’ association
that emerged in the late 1990s with the purpose of defending various initiatives based
on cooperative economic models designed to improve the quality of life of small farmers in the area. In 1994, the Colombian government approved the creation of Zonas de
Reserva Campesina (ZRC) [Pasant Reserves Zones] as areas under special regulatory
regimes and policies toward stabilizing small farming economies and decreasing land
concentration. Small farmers in the Cimitarra river valley began petitioning the government for their own ZRC where they could implement their own economic model
based on cooperative farming and sustainable agriculture. Not until 2002 did they
finally receive approval to stake out 184,000 hectares of land into their own ZRC.
The sphere of origin of the ACVC is the rightwing paramilitary assault between 1987
and 1995 on agricultural communities in the Cimitarra river valley region. Until then, the
radical leftist FARC guerrillas had free reign there and had made great strides to support
farmers’ grassroots organizing and mobilizing. Thus, when the paramilitary (that archenemy of the guerrilla) expanded, the communities that had coexisted with guerrillas suddenly became military target of the paramilitary. In 1996, the region saw what is known
today as the “Exodus of 96,” when massive numbers of Cimitarra farmers marched to
the region’s main urban center. They protested the alliance between the Colombian army
and illegal paramilitary militias and the brutal repression this alliance brought; some
farming communities even suffered army bombardments. The ACVC emerged as an
initiative to form farmers’ co-ops to help these communities get back on their feet.
In the 1960s, Colombian farmers became aware of the concentration of land and the
central government’s neglect of agrarian poor communities; in 1967, a legendary
grassroots farmers’ organization, the ANUC began mobilizing farmers in every corner
of Colombia. Led by ANUC, farmers gained, but mostly lost battles against the
Colombian landowner elites around issues such as land distribution and better policies
for small farmers. To this day, ANUC defines its mission as advancing Colombian
farmers’ social, economic, political, and cultural organization, and representing farmers in defense of their rights. So all three organizations that led the paro agrario in
Magdalena Medio have very deep roots in the legendary agrarian uprisings of the early
1960s. Since then, Colombian activist farmers have existed in a state of what Lim calls
institutionalization—strong grassroots organizations with linkages to other movements and a clear leadership.
Extreme rightwing paramilitary militias imposed a regime of terror in Magdalena
Medio since the late 1990s. Highly armed brutal militias victimized guerrillas, leftist
sympathizers, social movements, and any other voice of dissent. In 2008, when the
paramilitary demobilized in a shady negotiation with then-President Alvaro Uribe, the
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Magdalena Medio region became a political environment much more open to dissidence and safe for activists. The farmers’ mobilization of 2013 would not have had the
same impact had the paramilitary not demobilized a couple of years earlier. But can we
still use Lim’s term “institutionalization,” when this so-called phase has lasted since
the early 1960s to the current times? In Colombia, war has continued to interact with
social movements. The continuous existence of armed groups since 1954 has meant
that either grassroots rural communities are victimized by armed groups and this victimization becomes central to their social mobilizations’ claims, or rural communities’
movements are supported by armed groups (mainly the ELN and FARC guerrillas). In
other cases, armed groups attempt to expel farmers from their territories, and this too
becomes part of the movement’s claims. Having to deal with armed groups is the cause
of claims unique to Colombian farmers’ mobilizations: their rights to remain autonomous from armed groups, to remain in the territory, and sovereignty from intruders.
Citing Khasnabish and Haiven, Lim says that radical imagination is fundamental to
any collective attempt to ascertain resistance and solidarity in the form of a counterhegemonic movement; imagination allows for collectives to envision a more desirable
future. Of the three organizations, the ACVC is perhaps the most radical in its imagining a more desirable future. The ACVC went far beyond demands for better access to
national and international markets, and proposed an alternative economic model for
Colombia’s rural communities, one based on self-reliance, autonomy, sustainability,
cooperative work and land ownership, and solidarity. The miners’ movement and the
cacao-growers’ movements pursued more “mainstream” places of imagination. Miners
imagined a scenario where small-scale mining could become legitimate and the government would include them as active participants in shaping policies and economic
models for mining regions. Cacao growers imagined a government that protected
Colombian cacao production from free trade agreements and neoliberalism.

Communication, Media, and Digital Platforms
Our field data clearly show that face-to-face communication was the communication mode
most used by all three organizations in Magdalena Medio. In fact, face-to-face communication, asamblea-type meetings (i.e., based on equal participation for all and consensus
decision making), and rural committee meetings took on unprecedented importance given
the distrust and suspicion left in Magdalena Medio by decades of armed conflict. Social
media and digital platforms played no role in the Magdalena Medio mobilizations.
Since the early 1960s, Magdalena Medio dealt with the continuous presence of leftists guerrillas; the late 1980s and 1990s saw the emergence of the rightwing paramilitaries. Civilian communities in the region found themselves trapped in the crossfire
between these two adversaries, who recruited local youth, used people as informants,
and tried to enlist local support. Decades of coexisting with these armed groups left an
eroded social fabric, suspicion, and lack of trust. Moreover, since the 1960s, social
justice activists and leaders in this region were highly stigmatized as “guerrilla supporters” and persecuted by the paramilitary and the army. Hundreds of community
leaders, union organizers, and social movement activists have been “disappeared,”
murdered, or threatened by state security forces and paramilitary groups. Magdalena
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Medio has the highest rates of political assassinations in the country. In this context,
during the paro agrario, activists, movement leaders, and protestors did not trust any
type of communication or media except face-to-face communication. In the specific
case of San Vicente de Chucurí, only intense face-to-face communication convinced
mobilized farmers (traditionally leaning toward the left) to allow merchants (known
for their alliances with the rightwing paramilitaries) to join the movement.
The second most important communication mode was community radio, which was
key for both the cacao farmers’ mobilization and the CISBSCC. The two local community radio stations, San Vicente Estéreo and La Negrita de Arenal, did much more than
transmit essential information and link different marches and protests; the two stations
joined the movement as activist political agents. During the paro agrario, Magdalena
Medio’s community radio stations did not merely cover the events; they became the
voice of the movement. San Vicente Estéreo, in particular, did not claim objectivity or
impartiality. Instead, the community station clearly sided with the mobilized farmers and
put its communication know-how at the service of the movement. For months before the
paro agrario, the station dedicated many hours of programming to the political education of farmers, teaching people all kinds of organizing and mobilizing skills. One such
programs was the daily show El Chocolate en la Olleta [The Chocolate in the Pot—an
expression used to refer to rough times of economic scarcity] that taught people how to
prepare for long periods of scarcity and disruption of daily life.
The absence of social media in the paro agrario is a result of the precarity of Internet
connectivity in Colombia’s rural areas. As Lim says, in Colombia too, the Internet has
become more local; however, rural areas are still cut off from digital platforms. In
Colombia, the Internet may have become more local, but it is not rural. Digital platforms
and online communication began to play a role in the paro agrario only when the massive marches arrived in large urban centers. Interestingly, the first line of action of young
urbanites who supported the rural protestors was not to contribute with memes and
tweets, but to offer their know-how to protect the farmers’ communication processes
from surveillance—to make the farmers’ internal communication channels more secure.
Urban youth actively involved in social justice movements and organizations, the student movement, and others began helping farmers encrypt all their communication.
Subsequent contributions of young urban activists to the farmers’ movement
included more traditional uses of digital platforms, such as email lists, memes, YouTube
videos, Twitter, and Facebook. Young urban activists began using digital platforms with
the goal of reaching and persuading urban audiences to come out to the streets and
march and protest in solidarity with the farmers. The participation of urban young activists in the paro agrario led to a communication phenomenon the country has rarely
seen: collaboration and intergenerational dialogue between older rural movement leaders and younger urban activists. For example, ACVC began to welcome young urban
activists to its Magdalena Medio office. These young activists came to Magdalena
Medio from Bogotá, Medellin, and Bucaramanga, the main urban centers, to learn
about the farmers’ issues and everyday life. While there, they simultaneously spent time
producing videos, managing Twitter and Facebook accounts, and encrypting internal
communication channels. Because the ACVC is still a very hierarchical organization,
the older leadership had to approve all content produced by the young activists. Also,
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ACVC decided to open an office in Bogotá, the capital, where young urban activists
worked producing and uploading content. In Lim’s terms, we can say that young urban
tech-savvy activists played a brokering role between mobilized farmers and urban
Colombians. The result was massive urban support for the paro agrario.
In a couple of salient cases, young tech-savvy urban activists played key roles in
framing and generating symbols, icons, and simplified narratives that ultimately
boosted support and solidarity for the farmers’ movements. Without doubt the key
incident was President Santos’ phrase about the “so called agrarian strike” explained
above. A series of memes soon circulated in social media, mocking Santos and making
clear that the paro agrario did exist.
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The famous song Latinoamérica, by the Puerto Rican band Calle 13, was used in several videos that contrasted on one hand, Santos’ phrase and scenes of farmers being brutally repressed by the military, and on the other hand, moving and inspiring images of
farmers demonstrating and urbanites joining them in solidarity (see https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=mv6zDRm2s58 and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fat9L-knp4c).
Calle 13’s song lyrics provided activists with the perfect narrative to capture the central
issues of the paro agrario: Farmers, their labor, and their knowledge are the backbone of
a continent robbed by elites and foreign interests.
Soy
Soy lo que dejaron
Soy toda la sobra de lo que te robaron
Un pueblo escondido en la cima
Mi piel es de cuero por eso aguanta cualquier
clima
Soy una fábrica de humo
Mano de obra campesina para tu consumo
Frente de frio en el medio del verano
El amor en los tiempos del cólera, mi hermano
El sol que nace y el día que muere
Con los mejores atardeceres

I am
I am what they left
I am the leftover of what they took from you
A village hidden in a summit
My skin is leather, that’s why it can
withstand any weather
I am a smoke factory
Peasant labor for your consumption
Cold front in the middle of summer
Love in the times of cholera, my brother
The sun that rises and the day that dies
With the best sunsets
(continued)
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Soy el desarrollo en carne viva
Un discurso político sin saliva
Las caras más bonitas que he conocido
Soy la fotografía de un desaparecido
La sangre dentro de tus venas
Soy un pedazo de tierra que vale la pena
Soy una canasta con frijoles
Soy Maradona contra Inglaterra anotándote
dos goles
Soy lo que sostiene mi bandera
La espina dorsal del planeta es mi cordillera
Soy lo que me enseñó mi padre
El que no quiere a su patria no quiere a su
madre
Soy América Latina
Un pueblo sin piernas pero que camina,
oye!
Tú no puedes comprar al viento
Tú no puedes comprar al sol
Tú no puedes comprar la lluvia
Tú no puedes comprar el calor
Tú no puedes comprar las nubes
Tú no puedes comprar los colores
Tú no puedes comprar mi alegría
Tú no puedes comprar mis Dolores . . .
Tú no puedes comprar mi vida
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I am raw development
A political speech without saliva
The most beautiful faces I have ever known
I am the photograph of a missing person
The blood in your veins
I am a piece of land that is worth it
I am a basket full of beans
I am Maradona against England scoring two
goals
I am what sustains my flag
The backbone of the planet is my mountain
range
I am what my father taught me
He who does not love his country does
not love his mother
I am Latin America
A people without legs but who walks,
hear me!
You cannot buy the wind
You cannot buy the sun
You cannot buy the rain
You cannot buy the heat
You cannot buy the clouds
You cannot buy the colors
You cannot buy my happiness
You cannot buy my pains . . .
You cannot buy my life

Other cases in which digital platforms and social media were used include an incident in which a stun grenade used by the ESMAD [Escuadrón Móvil Anti-Disturbios—
Mobile Anti-Disturbance Squadron] destroyed the hand of a farmer who had joined
the demonstrations. The moment when ESMAD fired the stun grenade and the farmer
screams while his bloody, deformed hand hangs by threads was captured on video and
circulated on social media (see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3GcGuAXGIs).
YouTube and Facebook posts about the hand went viral and provoked a wave of indignation in the country. These images, circulated on social media and digital platforms,
boosted solidarity and outrage among urban audiences, while the countryside saw an
interesting case of technological convergence: Community radio stations described
the YouTube video of the hand to their audiences. Many farmers decided to join the
demonstrations only after the hand incident.
Again, the key roles in mobilizing the farmers were face-to-face communication,
asamblea-type forums, and community radio. But social media, memes, and YouTube
videos about the president’s indifference to the visible expression of bodies in the
streets, and the clear victimization of farmers at the hands of the ESMAD were also
central to mobilizing urban solidarity. The movement’s claim against free trade
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agreements was captured by another iconic moment when Magdalena Medio dairy
farmers, complaining that free trade agreements made their products not-competitive,
dumped thousands of litters of milk on a highway. This symbolic act was soon transformed into videos, postings, and memes for social media. Videos clearly show dairy
farmers swinging large containers and dumping milk on cars and trucks parked on the
highways (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhAbASKbopw).
The small-scale miners’ claims against the government privileging extractive industries and foreign mining companies were captured by memes and slogans that circulated heavily during the Magdalena Medio protests, such as “Let’s defeat Santos’
extractive steamroller,” or “Let’s stop Santos’ mining/energy locomotive.” Digital platforms were used to express the opposition to an economic model that privileges extractive industries and foreign corporations over small farmers and artisanal miners.
In sum, digital platforms were deployed to make the movement visible to urban
audiences, to seek solidarity among young urban activists and movements, and to trigger intergenerational communication between older rural movement leaders and
young urban activists. But digital platforms and social media were not central to the
success of the paro agrario. Instead, two elements forced the government to sit and
negotiate with the farmers. The first involved bodies in the street, the high levels of
grassroots organizing and mobilizing among farmers in all regions of the country, their
commitment to the movement. Second was the emergence of a unified national leadership that could transcend regional differences, join forces, and speak with one voice—
something rarely seen in the country.

Outcomes and Conclusion
Despite the government’s initial dismissal of the paro agrario, the farmers’ massive
mobilizations supported by urban citizens who marched and protested in solidarity
forced President Santos to sit at the negotiating table. The government did not yield to
the farmers’ demands to renegotiate the free trade agreements with the United States
and the European Union. But, several demands were met. The most significant accomplishment of the paro agrario was that the Santos administration agreed to an agrarian
summit, where leaders of 30 farmers and artisanal mining organizations met with government representatives in 2013. They discussed eight main issues, including land
concentration, better economic models for small farmers, the legitimation of small
farmers as enjoying political rights, and retribution policies for communities victimized by armed groups. The government agreed to exempt certain agricultural products
from regulations imposed by free trade agreements, to subsidize certain farmers whose
products are particularly affected by free trade agreements, and to loosen restrictions
on imported fertilizers, pesticides, and other products essential to farmers.
In 2017, the Colombian government approved Decree 902, which establishes the
guidelines for a new agrarian reform to help small farming communities and AfroColombian communities and repair decades of state neglect. Decree 902 is a direct
result of Item 1 of the Havana peace accord signed in 2016 between the FARC guerrilla
and the Santos government, focused on agrarian reform. Decree 902 includes various
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legal and institutional reforms that should address Colombia’s land issues, including the
designation of 6 million hectares of agricultural land to be distributed among agricultural families, better roads to reach markets, and processes to normalize land titles.
Decades of political agency and the accumulated expertise of social movement
leaders—rather than digital platforms or even legacy media—enabled Colombian
farmers to galvanize such a powerful mobilization. Since the 1960s, Colombian farmers have woven a local resistance force that could lie “dormant” for years and then
awaken in specific historical moments. Hyper-local relationships and face-to-face
communications help maintain this political fabric of resistance. When it came time to
activate this political infrastructure, farmers avoided mainstream media and even digital platforms, turning first to their own community media, especially radio—a central
communication medium in rural Colombia. The autonomy of community radio
allowed farmers to design their own autonomous communication strategy, choosing
programming formats, privileging local aesthetics, and setting a clear political agenda.
Instead of explicitly contributing to the mobilization, digital platforms were used to
position the debate about agrarian policy in urban public spheres, galvanizing urban
solidarity with the farmers, especially around cases of policy abuse and brutality
against demonstrators. Digital platforms also played a key role in facilitating dialogue
between older rural movement leaders and younger generations of urban activists. In
that sense, digital platforms connected rural Colombia to urban Colombia.
Colombia’s long history of armed conflict (1954-2016) is complex and fragmented.
Waged by a plurality of legal and illegal armed groups (leftist guerrillas, rightwing
paramilitaries, state security forces, drug trafficking mafias, and delinquent armed
bands), the war looks different in each region. One common thread, however, is that
Colombia’s war was waged mainly in rural areas with land as a significant root cause.
Understanding the historical evolution of a rural social movement such as the paro
agrario requires careful examination of the ways in which armed groups and the
dynamics of war affect a social movement. In the paro agrario, the war determined
spheres of origin, such as the farmers’ victimization by armed groups. The war shaped
places of imagination, such as a community’s autonomy from armed groups. Favored
communication strategies, such as face-to-face communication in an environment of
distrust, were determined by war. Even the outcomes of the movement, such as the
negotiated agrarian reform buttressed by Item 1 of the Havana Peace Accords, were a
direct consequence of the war.
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The social mobilizations of the last decade in Latin America indicate that the new
political communication universe must be treated as a dynamic system in which the
online and the offline worlds connect in different and innovative ways. This new universe of communication allows personal complaints to become part of the public
sphere. Bernardo Sorj, in his chapter “On-Line/Off-Line: The New Wave of Civil
Society and the Transformation of the Public Sphere” for his own 2015 co-edited
book, describes this as a sphere where individuals and organizations meet, including
with their differentials of initiative, power, values, and interests.
Digital environments have strengthened and reconfigured the ways in which civil
society is articulated. The digital toolbox has helped to bring together scattered actors
so that small acts of support come together as bigger collective action. In many ways,
cyber-activism can facilitate and translate into offline activism, as Summer Harlow
noted in her 2012 New Media & Society article showing how Facebook was used to
mobilize a Guatemalan justice movement that moved offline: Users’ protest-related and
motivational comments, plus other interactive elements of Facebook, helped organize
massive protests demanding justice and an end to violence. Thus, cyber-activism can
generate a social connection that exceeds spatial dimensions, saves time and money,
and allows groups to reunite in new ways. My commentary on Merlyna Lim’s monograph analyzes the patterns of reach, the actors, and the ways in which technology has
reshaped gender social mobilizations in Latin American countries in recent years.
The mobilizations I have studied turn mainly on political factors and human rights,
two of the three categories proposed by Lim. Large-scale protests in Argentina, Chile,
Colombia, Uruguay, Guatemala, and Mexico have been driven primarily by political
factors (such as corruption, police brutality violence, transparency and accountability)
and women’s rights (per se, as well as gender violence policies and abortion). My
commentary will emphasize mobilizations driven by women rights/gender, which
have been highly significant in symbolic, cultural, social, and political terms. Gender
mobilizations in Latin America have escalated from a local to a national—regional
scale and participants have managed to lead very interesting local debates on issues
related to laws and legal policies relevant to gender violence, abortion, and marriage
and adoption by same-sex couples, among other issues. Here I use three examples of
iconic protests that occurred in Latin America in recent years: Ni Una Menos (Not One
Women Less) in Argentina in 2015, La Marcha De Las Putas (Slut Walks) in several
countries since 2014, and Si Me Matan (If I am Murdered) in Mexico in 2017.
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A Long-Term Struggle to End Gender Inequality
I agree with Lim that mobilizations result from the interaction of short-term causes
with long-term resistances that then are activated by particular events. Among the
long-term causes, the rise of new educated middle classes has impacted Latin American
gender mobilizations. Greater access to education, greater knowledge of human rights,
greater empowerment, and awareness that the state should be accountable to women
are among the long transformations that have strengthened gender mobilizations in the
region. These recent gender mobilizations are the outcome of long-term struggles that
began in the 19th century within a complex context of gender violence and short-term
causes that have activated women mainly in the cities. According to a global study on
femicide produced by the “Small Arms Survey” (see http://bit.ly/2mvKpeP), 14 of the
25 countries with the highest femicide rates in the world are in Latin America. This
study also establishes that high rates of femicide are directly connected to social tolerance of violence against women and girls, and to impunity for gender crimes.
Nowadays, much more than before, women are now able and willing to denounce
gender violence. In addition, a more reliable legal framework has emerged. Women in
Latin America continue to be marginalized by what Nikhil Kumar (see http://bit.
ly/1wycbGS) called a machismo-driven society. Nevertheless, over time, women have
come to a deeper and more educated understanding of their rights, civil society organizations can legitimize their struggles, and broader and more structured feminist
movements have appeared. Many gender-related nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs), with foci on gender equality, gender studies, women’s political participation,
and democracy, were launched in the region in the 1980s and 1990s: Sociedad Mujeres
en Igualdad (1990, Argentina), Instituto de Estudios de la Mujer “Norma Virginia
Guirola de Herrera” (1990, El Salvador), El Centro para la participación democrática
y el desarrrollo (1989, Nicaragua), and Mujeres por la Democracia (1986, Paraguay).
Also, gender violence laws have been enacted in ten countries since 2007: Argentina
(2009), Bolivia (2013), Colombia (2008), Costa Rica (2009), El Salvador (2012),
Guatemala (2008), Mexico (2013), Nicaragua (2012), Peru (2015), and Venezuela
(2007). Similar laws are currently being debated in Paraguay, Ecuador, and Uruguay.
International efforts have also helped establish a more favorable climate for gender
mobilizations. For example, the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development refers to women’s and girls’
empowerment by eradicating all forms of violence in the public and private spheres.

Trigger Events
Lim is also correct about the trigger events required for protests to break out. Local
events that activate protests are highly symbolic and visually dramatic. This was true
of the gender mobilizations I analyzed. The Ni Una Menos movement was triggered
when a pregnant 14-year-old was viciously killed by her boyfriend and his family.
After the news broke, journalist Marcela Ojeda tweeted, “They are killing us, we are
not doing anything.” This launched a connective chain with retweets from NGOs,
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feminists, and activists, who organized a massive street protest that took place in
Buenos Aires on June 2015.
A similar example of a highly symbolic and visually dramatic event is the murder that
triggered the Si Me Matan mobilization in Mexico. On May 3, 2017, the body of Lesvy
Berlin Ribera Osorio was found with a phone cord tied around her neck inside a phone
booth located on the campus of La Universidad Autónoma de México (UNAM), the
largest public university of the country. Rather than stating anything about who might be
responsible for the crime, authorities first condemned the 22-year-old victim. Mexico’s
Attorney General’s Office tweeted that the victim had been “consuming drugs and alcohol” and that she “was no longer a student.” The declarations by the attorney general
seeming to blame the victim generated immediate reaction in the Twitter community:
With the highly symbolic international protest La Marcha De Las Putas, the trigger
event was not a murder but the statements of a Canadian policeman, Michael Sanguinetti,
who, at a January 2011 conference on civil security, said that women should avoid dressing as sluts in order not to be victims of sexual violence. Canadian women were the first
to protest against victim-blaming, slut-shaming, and sexual profiling. The protest went
global and since 2011 is held at least once a year in Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Uruguay,
Peru, and Ecuador, as well as the United Kingdom, the United States, and Australia.
The protesters of the so-called Slut Walks are similar to the protesters of the Femen
Global Movement in the way they used their naked breasts to carry messages about
women empowerment. A Colombian woman protesting in 2013 had the following
message written on her body: “Keep your rosary out of my ovaries.” The space of
appearance of this mobilizations is highly symbolic. Topless protesters with controversial signs and punk outfits are a provocative way to protest, especially within the
conservative, Catholic, machismo-driven societies of Latin America.

The Role of Digital Media
Lim is correct that digital media are neither a revolutionary driver nor a cause of protests. The massive availability of information on digital media, however, increases
younger generations’ awareness of how others assert themselves against entrenched
power holders. To some extent, the connectivity situation of the Middle East and North
African (MENA) countries explained by Lim is comparable with Latin America, given
the deep divide between urban and rural areas. The majority of connected people live
in urban areas; meanwhile, the poorer population living in rural areas are mostly disconnected. The population of urban social classes has grown substantially; economic
growth is also evident. Women in cities have greater access to information and communication technologies (ICTs). The sense of citizenship of the educated middle
classes, especially youth, is greater. Nonetheless, use of cell phones and social networks has grown explosively. In Colombia, for example, mobile phone penetration
reached 120% in 2017. Latin America has the largest involvement in social networks
in the world. According to 2017 Comscore Data, Latin American digital audiences on
average use social networks 6 hr per month (in Europe 5.4 hr, in North America 4.6 hr,
in Africa 3.6 hr, and in Asia Pacific 2.2 hr).
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Community radio and mainstream media were not important to the gender-oriented
social movements. Instead, local alternative media were crucial for disseminating news,
interviews, photos, profiles, general information about the protests meeting points, and
so on. During the Arab Spring, Qatar’s state-funded broadcaster Al Jazeera was critical.
In contrast, local and contingent alternative and/or web magazines had the key role in
spreading relevant information about local gender mobilizations in Latin America.
Some major examples of independent media that dedicated an important part of their
news agenda to gender issues are three online magazines: Cosecha Roja in Argentina,
Nómada in Guatemala, and Cerosetenta in Colombia.
Moreover, social media, mainly Facebook and Twitter, were the most influential
channels in facilitating communication among women activists in different countries,
building digital bridges that before were impossible. Through Facebook, in particular,
open and closed groups organized public events. Thus, information went viral. Twitter
was also important, although to a lesser extent, due to its low regional penetration. Still,
Twitter remained a relevant network for public debate because most politicians, decision makers, and journalists are connected there. As mentioned before, Ni Una Menos
became viral after a journalist tweeted a message. In the case of the Si Me Matan movement in Mexico (2017), the slogan itself was generated on Twitter; women used the
platform to criticize sexist stereotypes and gender labels. Against the justification of
violence, women wrote on Facebook and Twitter about the sexist statements that people
often used to justify femicide: “If I am murdered they would say I wore miniskirts and
that I enjoyed going out alone”; “If I am murdered they will say I was a bitch, a misplaced one, that I liked to travel alone, that I should’ve stayed at home.”
Another crucial platform in the contemporary communication universe is Whatsapp.
As an instant and free messaging app, Whatsapp has become an important tool for
social groups to sustain ongoing quotidian conversations. For Ni Una Menos the most
important campaign was a 90-s voice mail message that went viral across Whatsapp.
(The complete audio can be heard, in Spanish, in my Soundcloud at: http://bit.
ly/2Ee6p31.) An extract of this voice note, sharp and eloquent and shared via Whatsapp
in Argentina, was an open invitation to participate in the streets protests.
[T]he mother who dresses her only in pink because she is a baby, the boyfriend who checks
your phone and Facebook, the mother who dreams of a Prince Charming for a son-in-law, the
father who pays for sex with girls of the age of his daughter, the brand of detergents that only
speaks to you, woman. The nurse who shouts at you: “well that you liked doing it,” or the one
who ties you to the stretcher to give birth, the one who touched you against your will in the
fashionable bowling alley, the asshole who asks: what about the man’s day? The mom who
forces the girl to lift the dirty dishes of her brothers, the partner who looks at your tits, the
shitty joke, the advertisements, Tinelly, the Turkish novel, the beauty contests, the husband
who forbids you to work, the one who hides from you the documents and the money, the one
who controls your income and expenses, the one who isolates you, controls you, watches over
you, follows you, the one who humiliates you, the one who . . . despises you. . . . All are
together in front of the TV, wondering how it could be that they killed another woman . . .
Ni Una Menos. We wait for you in all the squares of the country, next June 3rd.
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Conclusion
In the midst of the crisis of traditional parties, new ways of political engagement have
emerged, especially among young people. On one hand, there is an extensive disenchantment with traditional politics. Political parties have witnessed a decline in participation and support. “One can speak of a retreat from public culture with an ever
increasing emphasis on private consumption and lifestyle,” Peter Dahlgren wrote in his
foreword to the 2004 book Cyberprotest: New Media, Citizens, and Social Movements.
On the other hand, alternative ways of participation and citizenship have emerged. Many
kinds of new political engagement have resulted from the very interesting convergence
of the new wave of social movements of the mid-20th century, the emergence of ICT’s,
and the increasing numbers of people post-2000 who enjoy web connectivity.
Ultimately, what is exceptional about gender mobilizations is how traditional media
and face-to-face communications were less important than social media and digital
platforms. Gender mobilizations began in the large urban centers with the support and
leadership of cyber-activists. Contrary to agrarian protests based in the rural and
remote areas of Latin America, these mobilizations started in the large urban centers
using social media. Again, Lim is correct about how the rise of an educated middle
class also helped establish the proliferation of social movements as well as the creation
of gender-oriented NGOs. In Latin America, as had happened in the MENA countries,
access to education and the mushrooming appearance of NGOs are two factors that
help explain, at least to a certain extent, what has happened with gender mobilizations
and how long-term feminist struggles connect to the new digital ecosystem. The first
audiences to be persuaded to participate in these gender mobilizations were educated
middle class women with access to Internet connection and technological devices.
Among the different protests and social mobilizations, those turning on gender
have shown the greatest possibility of connection within the region. As in the MENA
countries, cultural proximity and a single language shared by the vast majority of
countries have facilitated this process. Gender-based movements such as the ones that
were analyzed here are not tightly connected to a specific country. The key issues of
gender violence and patriarchalism can be applied broadly in a regional context.
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